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Abstract
This reports has analysed the Ecocity and the real world applications of the concept in order to
create a clearer view of what the concept mean and how it has developed, both historically and
geographically. Also, a model of a fictive Eco-District housing 5 000 people in Stockholm has
been created in order to analyse what possible results in terms of CO2 emissions can be
achieved if the five most common Ecocity improvements are implemented in the district.
Added to the content of this report is a global survey of 180 Ecocity initiatives. The survey was
conducted through analysing documentation of each initiative in order to assess what aspects
and areas of the city development were improved. The model was created using collected data
from public statistics and surveys of the Stockholm area.
The survey provides insight into the development and characteristics of the Ecocity initiatives.
Conclusions drawn are that the Ecocity initiatives are very different, both from the original
concept and also from each other. The term is adopted by many initiatives that seems to have
nothing to do with Ecocity aspirations. As a result, the authors have made a new definition, which
separates the term Ecocity from the Ecocity initiatives. This is motivated by the impracticality of
defining the Ecocity too narrowly, while at the same time a definition that is too broad could lead
to a dilution of the meaning of the Ecocity. Furthermore, in order to quickly assess and grade the
characteristics of an Ecocity initiative, the authors have introduced a system of certification. This
system enables initiatives to quickly be graded and compared, and is a complement to existing,
more complex evaluation tools.
The results of the model provide insight into the CO2 emissions of Stockholm, and how the five
most common measures of improvement undertaken in Ecocity initiatives could decrease these
emissions. These five improvements are identified in the survey. The results show that in the EcoDistrict, over 50 percent of the CO2 emitted came from private transports and more than one
third from heating, but only four percent from electricity consumption in apartment buildings.
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1. Introduction
In the wake of an increasing population and urbanisation, and in combination with the problems
of climate change, sustainable development has gained global momentum. As a result, a term
that has been increasingly used to denote sustainable development is ‘Ecocity’. The Ecocity is an
ecological concept coined by Richard Register, a California-based city designer and architect, in
1987. The original meaning of the Ecocity is a city in total harmony with its ecosystem. The city is
in itself considered an ecosystem, and does not affect the natural environment in any negative
way, nor any other systems or the global system as a whole (Ecocity Builders 2010a).
As the Ecocity concept has developed, and as sustainability has become mainstream, the
number of different initiatives labelled as an Ecocity have increased. Everything from small
desert villages in the US to ambitious high-tech city initiatives in the Middle East are labelled as
Ecocities (Joss 2010). But as the concept has become more widespread, it has become difficult
to distinguish what features constitute an Ecocity. Also, it is both complex and time consuming to
evaluate the efforts and improvements of a city, and it is therefore not easy to assess the
characteristics and results of an initiative, whether it is an Ecocity initiative or some other type of
initiative.
As mentioned, one of the problems forming the background to the Ecocity concept is climate
change. Climate change is strongly associated with human activities emitting greenhouse gases.
As climate change prove the greatest environmental threat today, it becomes interesting to
analyse how common improvements in Ecocity initiatives affect the city’s environmental impact.
It is the aim of this report to bring clarity to the characteristics of the Ecocity concept and to
assess how common Ecocity improvement can affect the CO2 emissions of cities.

1.1 The sustainability aspect of the report
The subject of this report is chosen with regard to the contemporary discussions around climate
change, urbanisation and sustainability. The United Nations human settlements programme
concludes that the effects of climate change and urbanisation threaten to have unprecedented
negative impact upon quality of life, and economic and social stability. The consensus around the
subject of climate change and global warming makes the city a vital area for improvement. The
city is, and will be increasingly important in mitigating the human impact on the environment and
creating a sustainable society. The Ecocity is a concept of city development tightly linked to the
ideas of sustainability.
This report conducts a survey of such Ecocity initiatives in order and analyse the development of
the Ecocity concept. The increased number of Ecocity initiatives in the world reflects the growing
interest in sustainable communities, and the interest in how to measure progress and evaluate
cities. The measuring of environmental impact of individual cities creates a source of comparison
between cities, making way for competition and coordination between them.
Our model reflects the growing need for insight into which areas of the city actions should be
taken in order to mitigate the climate impact of cities in form of CO2 emissions. Increased
knowledge is necessary in order to decide areas of focus in the city.
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2. Objective, goal and problem statement
These sections provide the objectives, goals and problems addressed in this report.

2.1 Objective
The objective of this report is to create a more clear definition of the Ecocity concept by analysing
the historic development and characteristics of the Ecocity initiatives around the world. Adding to
this, a discussion on the evaluation of Ecocities will be included, aiming at introducing evaluation
tools for the Ecocity. Also, this report will model how the most common Ecocity initiative
implementations and improvements could affect the CO2 emissions of a fictive Eco-District in
Stockholm and compare these improvements with each other.

2.2 Goals
The goals of the report are:
•

From existing definitions of the Ecocity and a survey of the global Ecocity initiatives create
a more clear definition of the Ecocity than exists today.

•

Create evaluation tools for the Ecocity.

•

Model the effects regarding CO2 emissions of the most common improvements in Ecocity
initiatives on a fictive neighbourhood in Stockholm.

2.3 Problem statement
The term Ecocity is very inexplicit and is in many cases used to describe sustainability initiatives
that are very different from each other and from the original Ecocity concept. The Ecocity concept
seems to be applied to initiatives without regards to the original ideas and concept. A more clear
definition is needed, and ways of evaluating Ecocity initiatives need to be introduced.
Furthermore, the actual effects regarding reduced climate impact of Ecocity initiatives require
further study, and the questions this study aims at answering are therefore:
•

What characteristics constitute an Ecocity?

•

How can evaluations of how an urban environment must perform in order to be labelled
an Ecocity be done?

•

What are the potential decreases of CO2 emission possible from improvements in the five
most common Ecocity improvements in a fictive Eco-District in Stockholm?
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3. Method
The aim of this report is threefold. The first aim is to analyse the origin of the Ecocity concept and
the historic development of the global Ecocity initiatives, from the first use of the term in 1987
until today. The second aim of the report is to conduct a global survey of Ecocity initiatives in
order to identify global Ecocity characteristics and their historic development. The results of the
survey together with material from the literature study will form the basis of a new definition of
the Ecocity. Together with the definition, a discussion addressing the issue of how to evaluate the
Ecocity will be included. The third goal is to construct a model that will analyse how the most
common improvement of the global Ecocity initiatives could affect the CO2 emissions of a fictive
Eco-District in the Stockholm area, and to compare these results with each other, identifying
which of these improvements would bring the greatest effect concerning the emission of CO2.
The first aim of this report will be reached by conducting a two-part study. The first part is a
discourse of the history and research on the Ecocity phenomena will be conducted, aiming at
identifying the Ecocity’s original goals, and how the concept has developed into real, globally
spread initiatives. The discourse will be conducted on published articles and books. The second
part is an analysis of the historic development will be conducted through a survey of global
Ecocity initiatives and their characteristics. The selected Ecocity initiatives this report will study
will be selected from previous global surveys. After selection, a study of collected data on the
initiatives will be done. The data will be collected from published reports, both from the initiatives
themselves and from outside observers. Based on the amount and reliability of the data found,
the initiatives will either be chosen for further analysis, or excluded. The reliability is determined
through an evaluation of the source and the number of different sources of data that can be
found. Following the accessibility study, every Ecocity initiative selected for further study will be
analysed, aiming at identifying what aspects and areas1 of the Ecocity each of them are including
in their goals and action plans. This will result in an overview of the historic development and
characteristics of the Ecocity concept, both globally and regionally.
The second aim of the report (of creating a definition of the Ecocity) will be reached by combining
the results of the Ecocity survey with the literature studied. An effort to introduce new ways of
evaluating Ecocity initiatives will also be included.
The third aim of this report will be reached by creating by analysing how measures in the five
most common aspects and areas of improvements in Ecocity initiatives could affect the CO2
emissions from a fictive Eco-District in the Stockholm area. The results of the survey show that
the five most common aspects and areas improved in Ecocity initiatives are the transport
systems, waste and water treatment, the built environment and the energy system. All of the four
first mentioned aspects and areas are interconnected with the energy system, as energy is either
used or generated in all of them. Energy consumption is tightly linked to the emission of
greenhouse gases, which in turn is the cause of global warming and climate change. It therefore
becomes interesting to examine the effects, in the form of CO2 emissions, that these five aspects
and areas contribute with, and to compare them to each other to identify where the greatest
reduction of CO2 emissions are possible. The district will consist of apartment buildings housing a
total of 5 000 people. The model will be built in Microsoft Excel, and data will be collected from
public statistics and surveys.

The term ’areas and aspects’ will be used throughout the report to denote either an aspect of a city, such as the civic
mentally towards sustainability and its subsequent behaviour, or an area of the city, e.g. the area of waste
management or the area of transport. These areas and aspects are further described in chapter five.
1
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4. Literature study
The literature study provides an introduction to the historical and current trends regarding the
Ecocity. Also, material for the modelling of Eco-District Stockholm is explored.

4.1 Aspects behind the Ecocity development
The United Nations human settlements programme concludes that the effects of climate change
and urbanisation threaten to have unprecedented negative impact upon quality of life, and
economic and social stability (United Nations Human Settlements Programme 2012). The
evolution of the Ecocity concept and the growing consensus around the need for these cities are
a response to the dual challenges of urbanisation and climate change (Joss, Cowley & Tomozeiu
2013). In the following two sections a closer explanation of the driving forces behind the Ecocity
is presented.

4.1.1 Climate change
The world climate is defined as an average value of the earth’s condition over a measured period
(Björkström & Tjernström 2013). Climate change is referred to the fact that the average
temperature of the world is rising. The impact has already been noted, the IPCC reports a 0.76
degrees increase in average global temperature and the sea level has risen 17 centimetres since
the nineteenth century (IPCC 2007). Scientists have concluded that this is caused by the
increase of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere, (The World Bank 2010) and that they are
anthropogenic, that is, caused by human activity (Powel 2012).
The four most important greenhouse gases (GHG) produced by humans are: carbon dioxide
(CO2), methane (CH4), nitrous oxide (N2O) and the halocarbons (CFC-11, CFC-12 and HFC-23).
These do not have the same impact on the climate change; one kilo of carbon dioxide affects the
atmosphere and therefore the climate change less than one kilo of methane does. Hence, a
system to measure and compare the impact has been created. The tool is called carbon dioxide
equivalents (CO2e) and it compares the warming effect of a GHG with that of carbon dioxide
(United Nations Human Settlements Programme 2012). The warming effect also differs
depending on the studied time period, some GHGs stay in the atmosphere longer than other.
Table I show the warming effect of four GHGs over a time period of 100 years:
Ta ble I Greenhouse gases and their warming effect in comparison to CO2 (United Nations
Human Settlements Programme 2012)

Greenhouse gas

Impact (CO2e) with period 100 years

Carbon dioxide (CO2)
Methane (CH4)

1
25

Nitrous Oxide (N2O)

298

Halocarbons (CFC-11, CFC-12 and HFC-23)

14 800

The immobility of cities makes them vulnerable to climate change. 15 out of the world’s 20
megacities2 are at risk from rising sea levels. Cities are also very vulnerable to disruptions of
supplies like food, water supply and waste removal. For example, the city of London imports more
than 80 percent of its food from outside the United Kingdom (The World Bank 2010).

2

City with a population of more than 10 million people.
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4.1.2 Urbanisation
The phenomenon of more people living in cities is called urbanisation. The definition differs from
countries around the world but the United Nations has defined a city as an area where more than
20 000 people are living. In the nineteenth century, merely three percent of the earth’s
population lived in cities. This number has risen to 50 percent in 2009 (Ovesen & Öberg 2013).
The urban population expected to rise from 3.6 billion in 2011 to 6.3 billion in 2050, an increase
of 72 percent (The World Bank 2010). This is an effect of both urbanisation and the increase in
population. The world’s population will surpass 9 billion people in 2050 (United Nations
Population Division/DESA 2009).
Urbanisation is usually seen as an economic and demographic phenomenon, but it also affects
the ecological processes and the functions of local and global ecosystems. (Huang, Yeh & Chang
2010). In fact, urbanisation is a key driver of both greenhouse gas emissions and resource
usage, even if urban areas occupy only three percent of the Earth’s land surface (Grimm 2008).
In an increasingly urbanized world, cities present both the problems and solutions to the
challenges in major areas as land use, biochemical cycles, climate, hydro systems and
biodiversity (Grimm 2008). On the one hand, cities create heavy demand for timber
consumption, biomass for heating, settlements, recreations and tourism (Defries 2010) and on
the other hand, cities are fonts of human ingenuity and require fewer resources per capita than
rural areas and smaller towns (Grimm 2008). But there is no questions about that the rapid
process of urbanisation creates a need for urban planning strategies that tries to develop cities
in sustainable ways (Kötter 2004).

4.1.3 Environmental impact of cities
For the last 100 years, economic growth has been tightly linked with urbanization and
greenhouse gas emissions. As urbanization is increasing, so are the world’s amounts of urban
areas (The World Bank 2010). Cities today are not sustainable, as they use large amount of fossil
fuels and they consume large amount of food, power, energy and materials. They are sources of
waste and greenhouse gas emissions through their associated activities, e.g. transports, energy
generation and industrial production. Also, water, food and goods are often produced outside the
city, and there is an environmental impact associated with the production of those goods as well.
In total, the world’s cities are responsible for close to 80 percent of our carbon dioxide emissions
(WWF Booz & Co 2010). The top ten greenhouse gas emitting cities in the world alone contribute
roughly to the same amount of greenhouse gas as the whole of Japan (The World Bank 2010). As
urbanization is increasing, it will be increasingly important to consider how cities affect the
environment.
From an environmental point of view, it is not bad that cities grow; it is how they grow that is
important. The way people use energy, how buildings are heated and cooled, and how people
transport themselves are aspects that determine the impact a city has on the environment. For
an example, cities with high levels of public transport system use less energy than cities that rely
heavily on private transportations (The World Bank 2010).
Density proves to be an aspect of great importance for the city’s environmental impact, as dense
cities are very energy efficient cities. New York, one of the world’s most dense cities, is the city
with the world’s highest greenhouse gas emissions. But statistics reveal that New York ranks
much lower than other cities when looking at the per capita emission rate. The same phenomena
can be found in other dense cities such as Hong Kong, Paris, Tokyo, Dhaka and London. Up to 35
percent less greenhouse gas is generated from households in dense metropolitan areas
compared to suburban areas (The World Bank 2010). Figure 1 show the relation between a city’s
urban density and its greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions.
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Figu re 1 Correlation between city density and greenhouse gas emissions
per capita (The World Bank 2010)
Because of this, cities prove a great chance to reduce our climate impact. The measuring of
environmental impact of individual cities creates a source of comparison between cities, making
way for competition and coordination between them. This might lead to increased learning and
knowledge sharing, and potential investment opportunities. Also, the measurement of a city’s
impact is a step to finding potential solutions (UN 2011).
Despite great need for more sustainable solutions, cities have developed more sprawl 3 and
increased the dependence on cars for its citizens, and thereby increased its resource depletion
and ecological impact (Blassingame 1998). Urban population is expected to double by 2030, but
during the same time the area used for urban developments is expected to grow threefold (The
World Bank 2010). Furthermore, cities don’t function fully effectively. In the developing world,
organized waste and water management is often obsolete or non-existent, and the use of
resources is often very inefficient. For an example, in India, one third of the population living in
urban areas consume 87 percent of the country’s electricity. These deficient systems often lead
not only to a big environmental impact, but is also a hazard to the health of the inhabitants (SIDA
2010).
But since the cities have such a great impact, there is also great potential in them. Cities offer
improvement in all three areas of sustainability. From an environmental view, there are great
synergy effects to gain as a high concentration of people means great possibilities of increasing
the efficiency of resource usage, and they also offer opportunities to cut greenhouse gas
emissions (Financial Times 2010). The same apply for social and economic perspectives. The city
employs 45 percent of a country’s population, but generates 70 percent of its GDP, and when the
cities grow, so does the economic performance. Every time a country’s share of people living in
cities is increased by 10 percent, the GDP grows with 30 percent (Storm 2011). This leverage
offers possibilities of a more environmentally friendly and equal society, and in the long run,
social and ecological factors are important for the economic growth (SIDA 2010).
Furthermore, as city administrations are the level of governance closest to the public they are
focused on providing day-to-day services for their citizens. This results in cities often being more
pragmatic than higher instances of government. City administrations will play a key role in
Sprawl denotes the expansion of low-density, car-oriented development. It is considered an inefficient
use of land and forcing inhabitants to a car-dependent lifestyle (Frumkin 2002).
3
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tackling climate change, and they will need to integrate the public in the climate debate and
actions against it, for example through supplies of information creating awareness and
discussion, which will lay the ground stone for real actions. Cities considered “green” today to a
large extent share a common trait of supportive community and a proactive local government.
Change will need to come. No reduction in greenhouse gas emissions will occur unless changes
in urban design, reduction of sprawl, better public transports, better building practises and
renewable energy sources are implemented (The World Bank 2010).

4.2 Sustainable city development
The ideas of sustainability are not solely a result of our modern environmental problems. Instead,
its roots go back further. One example are the Iroquois Indians of North America, who stipulated
rules for their chieftains, requiring them to always consider how their decisions would affect the
next seven generations to come (Heinberg 2010) An early European example of sustainability is
found in Silvicultura Oecononimica published by the forestry scientist Hanns Carl von Carlowitz in
1713. In it, von Carlowitz argues that the replanting of trees was necessary to avoid
deforestation, and thereby saving Europe from the economic and social disaster that would
follow, and to save “the wonders of nature” (Vehkamäki 2005). Interestingly, already in 1713 von
Carlowitz spoke of sustainability from an economic, social and ecological perspective. But what is
new about today’s concept of sustainability is the industrial and information society context in
which we discuss it (Gaffron, Huismans & Skala 2008).
The modern use of the word sustainability is largely influenced by the definition of the concept
that was made by the World Commission of Environment and Development (WCED) in 1987 in
the Brundtland report. In the report, sustainable development is defined as a development that
meets today’s needs without compromising future generation’s ability to meet their own (WCED
1999). The Brundtland report was a result of a study of over 10,000 pages of material gathered
from hundreds or associations, organizations and individuals, and at its centre was the principles
concerning sustainable development (Roseland, Dimensions of the eco-city 1997).
In 1992, five years after the Brundtland report was published, the UN held the Conference on
Environment and Development (also known as the Rio Conference) where the discussion
surrounded sustainability and environmental questions (United Nation 2002). A result of the
conference was the Agenda 21 action plan, a plan for future sustainability development. Agenda
21 offers amongst many things ideas on how all levels of governance can take action to fight
pollution, conserve natural resources and how to develop in a sustainable ways (ICLEI USA
2011).
Agenda 21 also included a chapter (chapter 28) with guidelines on how local governances could
develop their own sustainability plans and initiatives, called the Local Agenda 21 (LA21). The
LA21 incorporates sustainability into the responsibility of authorities on lower levels, for example
cities, and is an important addition to fulfilling the sustainability objectives. The fact that so many
of the problems (and solutions) addressed in Agenda 21 have their origin in local activities
makes the cooperation and participation with local authorities crucial. Local authorities create
and operate the economic, social and environmental infrastructure, they oversee the planning
and they create regulations and policies on local level. Being the governmental authorities on the
lowest level, they have the biggest connection with citizens, and they therefore have a key role in
creating a dialogue with them and to uphold the education and promotion of sustainability and
sustainable development (United Nations 1992). The organisation that prepared chapter 28 of
Agenda 21 is called the Local Governments for Sustainability (ICLEI), and it offers support to local
governance and organisations to develop these sustainability initiatives (ICLEI USA 2011). In
partnership with the United Nations ICLEI created the Local Agenda 21 Planning Guide. The
planning guide offers guidelines on how local authorities can engage with local organisations and
residents in creating and providing services to the communities and at the same time protect the
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local and regional ecosystems. It specifically introduces system thinking as a mean for successful
local sustainability (ICLEI 1996).
Since the Rio Conference and Agenda 21, sustainable development has become a guiding
principle to many local governments worldwide, and is now considered mainstream. ICLEI has
more than 1200 members in over 70 countries, with a number of big regional associations such
as Energy Cities representing over a 1000 European cities committed to sustainable
development (ICLEI 2012).

Figu re 2 The frequency of the term “Local Agenda 21” used in English literature between
1987 and 2008 (ICLEI 2012)
In recent years a trend of abandoning the term LA21 is becoming more common, as shown in
figure 2. But this is not a result of sustainable efforts being reduced and sustainability loosing its
momentum. Instead, it is an indication that LA21 is not the only term or label used to describe a
commitment to sustainable development. Some countries are beginning to use other terms, as
“local sustainability strategy” or “integrated development programme”. Many cities also perform
well in environmental, economic and social aspects, but are not perusing the activities of the
original LA21 approach, especially in Asia (ICLEI 2012).
Not everywhere is the LA21 or the concept of “sustainable development” met with enthusiasm.
One reason for this is the scepticism of what the terms really mean. In the United States, some
associate the term “sustainable development” with an attempt to introduce a central control over
resources and limiting the freedom of the individual. But that does not mean that sustainable
development is not being pursued in the US. Since 2005, over a 1000 mayors have signed the
Mayors Climate Protection Agreement, promising to reduce carbon emissions below their 1990
levels. Similar efforts can be found all around the world, for example the African Local Agenda 21
Network, the World Mayor Council on Climate Change and the EU-supported Covenant of Mayors
(ICLEI 2012).
As a whole, sustainable development has gone from a theoretical concept to become a
successfully localized effort worldwide. The term sustainability is today accounted for in everyday
decisions, and the local sustainability process is a common logic. Local sustainability is not only
an environmental term, but also a concept denoting improved living conditions and a healthy
economy (ICLEI 2012).
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4.3 The Ecocity
Richard Register, an architect and author in ecological city design from California, first coined the
term Ecocity in 1987. He defines an Ecocity as an urban environmental system in which input
and output are minimized (Register 2006). Elaborated, this means a city that is a subsystem4 of
the ecosystem of which it is part, both concerning nature, such as the bioregion and the
watershed, but also the economic system, and that it is sustainable, meaning it is not depleting
resources or affecting the ecosystem in any negative way. The city in itself is an ecosystem and it
is also part of the global ecosystem. But there is no definite model for an Ecocity because every
city has its own prerequisites and features. However, since an Ecocity is an ecosystem, there are
basic characteristics associated with the term that should be fulfilled to be able to label the as
city an Ecocity (Ecocity Builders 2010a).
In his book ‘Rebuilding cities in balance with nature’ (2006) Register elaborates his thoughts
around cities, nature and humanity, and an ecological way of analysing the city is consistent
throughout the book (Register 2006). Cities form our way of life by constituting the surroundings
in which we act and live. The city is compared to a living organism, with its own skeletal system
(architecture), muscular system (engines, generators, pumps), heart and veins (streets, gas,
sewage pipes) et cetera.
The reasons for the existence of cities, Register argues, are certain forces of attraction, which
unite human beings in societies for both mutual and personal benefits. Physical nourishment,
shelter, security, curiosity, affection, sex, personal and social fulfilment are all examples of such
forces. For all these forces there are distances, both in time and space, which today fail to
function, and the community must therefore not be scattered too thinly. Gasoline form a
substitute for these social forces that binds together human beings in societies when distance
get too large, but it does not function very well. Measured in social segregation caused by
distances, human alienation, pollution, habitat destruction, extinction of species and climate
change, sprawl and the two-dimensional spread of human settlements have failed, and this
development need to change in order to change our civilization (Register 2006).
He concludes that depending on how to design our communities and cities, the way of life will be
determined. In the wake of an increasing human population, the world must think small. Modern
cities must be built for human beings instead of cars. In order to change the way of life to be able
to sustain the planet, the world must build smaller, taller cities – ‘three dimensional cities’. Cities
must be designed according to their natural surroundings, and not the other way around. They
must move away from sprawl towards a pedestrian compact city, and design cities closer to
nature (Register 2006).
“Cities need to be rebuilt from their roots in the soil, from their concrete and steel
foundations on up. They need to be reorganized and rebuilt upon ecological principles.”
(Register 2006).
Register is also the founder of Ecocity Builders, a non-profit organization based in Berkley,
California. The Ecocity Builders are frequently part of projects and conversations about Ecocities
and the Ecocity concept all around the world. The organization is also host for the International
Ecocity Conference, an international conference on sustainable city development (Ecocity
Builders 2010a). The organization made a more clarified definition of the Ecocity in 2010:
“An Ecocity is a human settlement modelled on the self-sustaining, resilient structures
and functions of natural ecosystems. It provides healthy abundance to its inhabitants
without consuming more (renewable) resources than it produces, without producing more
waste than it can assimilate, and without being toxic to itself or neighbouring ecosystems.
4

For explanation of subsystem, please see section 4.4.
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Its inhabitants’ ecological impact reflect planetary supportive lifestyles; its social order
reflects fundamental principles of fairness, justice and reasonable equity” (Ecocity Builders
2010b).
Research has been contacted about the Ecocity and the development of the concept. In 1997 M.
Roseland, a professor at Simon Fraser University in British Columbia, published the article
‘Dimensions of the eco-city’ where he discusses the origins of the Ecocity. Roseland argues that
the Ecocity concept is a compilation of different paradigms and movements5, shown in figure 3.
Although the Ecocity concept was not defined until 1987, Register discussed his ideas about
environmental principles before the Brundtland report introduced the modern use of the word
sustainability the same year, and the concept is not an offspring of sustainability as defined by
the UN as much as the movements and paradigms presented in Roseland’s article (Ecocity
Builders 2010a).

Community
Economic
Development

Appropriate
Technology

Green Movement

Ecocity
Sustainable
Development

Social Ecology

Bioregionalism

Figu re 3 The paradigms and movements on which Roseland argues the Ecocity concept
is based (Roseland 1997)
Roseland states that it was only around the time of his publication (1997) that the interest for
the practical implementation of the ideas surrounding the Ecocity had started to grow, much
owing to the publications of Register and the Ecocity Builders6. He goes further as to analysing
the new literature on the subject, identifying many different orientations and world-views among
the authors, including architects, academics and activists. He categorises the literature into four
groups organized in a spectra based on orientations and terminology, presented in table II. The
four categories are designers (architects, planners and consultants), practitioners (politicians,
local governments and citizens and community organizations), visionaries (agriculturists,
economists, architects and planning theorists) and activists (writers, community activists,
bioregionalists, social ecologists and environmentalists).
Ta ble II Categories of authors on ideas surrounding the Ecocity concept and the
subjects of their literature (Roseland 1997)
Designers

Practitioners

Visionaries

Activists

• The cost of sprawl
• Sustainable urban development • Sustainable communitiies • Green cities
• Sustainability by design • Sustainable cities
• Community self-reliance • Eco-cities
• Local sustainability initiatives
• Ecocommunities

For further insight into these paradigms and movements please see Dimensions of the eco-city.
Other important contributions include Towards an Ecocity by D. Engwicht (1992), a book on modern city
development and how it is destroying efficiency (Roseland 1997).
5
6
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Roseland finishes his publication with stating that the Ecocity represents a vision or a direction
for urban development, and that in 1997 many authors would have agreed no sustainable
settlement existed, the only ones coming close would have been some long-existing aboriginal
settlements. Furthermore, he argues there exist no single definition of the Ecocity and that
maybe there shouldn’t. Rather, the sustainability aspects should be defined from a local
community perspective (Roseland 1997). However, he also argues that another approach to
defining “sustainable communities” is to stipulate necessary conditions for them, for example he
proposes that a sustainable community should include the efficient use of land, the reduction of
consumption, improved liveability and have governance for sustainability (Roseland 1992).
A survey of so-called Eco-Neighbourhoods published in the book Sustainable communities: the
potential for Eco-Neighbourhoods (2000) by H. Barton shows a great diversity in the sustainable
community initiatives undertaken. The initiatives differed in scale, focus et cetera. He also states
that despite widespread support not very much had happened concerning the sustainable city
development. He claims the realisation of sustainable communities was prevented by economic,
political and behavioural constraints. There was also room for doubt regarding the initiatives and
if they really matched the high ambitions or the standards of sustainability (Barton 2000).
Nine years later, an effort trying to shed light on the global development was conducted by Simon
Joss, a professor from Westminster, in his publication ‘Ecocities – a global survey 2009’. Joss
maps global Ecocity initiatives, narrowing it down to 79 actual initiatives, and by analysing their
features tries to define an Ecocity. His findings show not only that the interest in the Ecocity
concept had grown rapidly during those years between his survey and Barton’s and Roseland’s
publications, taking its form in globally spread initiatives, but also that there is a great diversity
between the different initiatives. There is new city developments, the expansion of cities and the
“retro-fitting” (upgrading) of existing cities that all are labelled as Ecocity initiatives. There are
also different focuses of the initiatives. Some focus on the implementation of new technology,
some on urban planning and some on civic empowerment. Joss’ own definition of the Ecocity
derives from the reasoning that it would be of no use to have a definition that is to narrow, but
that there is a necessity of defining general key criteria for the term. His definition states that an
Ecocity is a development of a substantial size, involving different sectors of the urban system,
and that the settlement is supported by policies and governance (Joss 2010).
Joss’ mapping was followed by an updated mapping in 2011, including the same type of analysis
of a total of 174 Ecocity initiatives. However, he is quick to stress that the sudden increase in the
number of mapped initiatives is not a result of a sudden increase in the global interest of the
Ecocity, but a result of better research and access to more data (Joss, Tomozeiu & Cowley
2011). It is on this list the survey of Ecocity initiatives in this study is based.
A study based on the list Joss produced in 2009 is presented in the article ”Defining the eco-city:
a discursive approach” by Rapoport published in 2011. In it, Rapoport selects six Ecocity
initiatives from Joss’ list, examining them to identify and compare their characteristics. The
initiatives were selected based on the amount of reliable data available. The result shows that
the projects are all very similar when it comes to focusing on environmental sustainability (social
and economic sustainability is discussed far less in the initiatives analysed), and that it is the
design and planning of the city that is supposed to create sustainability. But the results also
show that the projects are very different concerning what stakeholders it is who runs the
initiatives, and which technical implementations that are in focus. There are initiatives run by
governments, local activists and private entities. Some projects focus on the implementation of
new technology in the field of producing resources, and some in the field of consuming
resources. Worth noticing is that the role of the citizens and the governance of the city is virtually
never mentioned in any of the initiatives (Rapoport & Vernay 2011).
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Rapoport makes no own definition of the Ecocity but instead accepts the one Joss is using.
However, the report further demonstrates that the diversity of the Ecocity initiatives is great, and
that inside the frames of the definition, there are many different versions of the Ecocity
(Rapoport & Vernay 2011).

4.4 The system approach to a city
When analysing a complex problem, it is often beneficial to analyse it by applying system analysis
or system thinking. System thinking is a great tool when trying to understand how a complex
entity interact and affect other entities, and as will be shown, a city can be modelled as a system.
The system thinking approach is in this report used to categorize different improvements Ecocity
initiatives are undertaking in order to conduct the survey presented in section 5.

4.4.1 System thinking
A system consists of three things: purpose, elements and interconnections. It is defined as an
“interconnected set of elements that is coherently organized in a way that achieves something”.
Systems can be embedded within other systems, for example a tree is a system and an animal is
a system, a forest is a larger system that encompasses the systems for animals and trees. These
are therefore called subsystems. In a way, all systems are subsystems (Meadows 2008).
One classic example illustrating the usefulness of system thinking is a group of blind men that
gets assigned to describe an elephant. As every man stands next to different parts of the
elephant, they all get a very different opinion about what an elephant is, as none of them see the
whole picture. The lesson is that it is hard to define a system when not all elements are taken
into account (Meadows 2008).
According to Churchman, a system thinking experts, there are five basic considerations that need
to be considered when analysing a system:
• the total system objective and, more specifically, the performance measures of the whole
system;
• the system’s environment: the fixed constraints;
• the resources of the system;
• the components of the system, their activity, goals and measures of performance;
• the management of the system.
(Churchman 1968)
The system’s environment brings up another aspect, the boundary of the system. The boundary
is what separates elements that exist within the system and elements that belong to the system
environment (Meadows 2008). In the system for trees, all trees are elements that belong to the
system and, for example, an animal or human being, belong to the environment.

4.4.2 A city as a system – three examples
The following sections present three ways of modelling a city as a system, and how it is a useful
tool in understanding the interconnections of the subsystems in a city. The first example is from
Hammarby Sjöstad, the second example is a model of the Wuxi Smart City in China and the last
example is a generic model of subsystems in a hypothetical city called Symbiocity.
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4.4.2.a Hammarby Sjöstad
Hammarby Sjöstad is an Ecocity initiative located in Stockholm, Sweden. The district is supposed
to be a ‘role model’ for similar projects in big cities. Hammarby Sjöstad was planned and built
with a strict eco-cycle view, aiming to become a resource-efficient and environmentally sound
district (Hellström 2005). The Hammarby model is a system model used to portray the
subsystems of waste, water and energy within the Ecocity. The Hammarby model was an
important tool in order to link district heating, district cooling, wastewater and production of
biofuel together, and to analyse how the subsystems interact. It is also one of the reasons why
Hammarby Sjöstad is so well known internationally (Pandis & Brandt 2009).

Figu re 4 The Hammarby model (Glashusett 2007)

The model presented in figure 4 shows how the subsystems of energy, waste and water interacts
with each other. The model is very specific for the local environment in Hammarby Sjöstad, which
is shown by the local entities, for example Saltsjön and Hammarby heat plant.
One interesting aspect of the model is how water and waste is interconnected with energy.
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Organic waste and combustible waste both lead to district heating and electricity but through
different processes. Organic waste is used for anaerobic digestion in order to produce biofuel
that can be processed in the heat and power plant. Combustible waste is burnt directly in the
combined heat and power plant. The water system also interconnects with the energy system in
the form of sludge produced from wastewater. The sludge is processed into biogas that can be
used for cars and public transport.
This model shows that it is hard to separate and implement one system at a time without
consider the impact of other systems. The three systems are very interdependent and create
synergy effect when implemented together.
4.4.2.b W uxi
The next example was created by graduate students from the Royal Institute of Technology (KTH)
in Stockholm, Sweden. It was created for the Chinese Ecocity Wuxi, located outside Shanghai.
The system boundary of the model is the same as the geographical boundary for the Ecocity.

Figu re 5 System picture of Ecocity Wuxi (Department of Energy Technology KTH)
The system model presented in figure 5 encompasses five subsystems within the city: water,
built environment, transport, energy and waste. The model is similar to the Hammarby model, but
subsystems of built environment and transport is added. From the waste system, organic waste
leads to biofuels used by the bus fleet, and burnable waste is processed into electricity and heat
through the use of a CCHP (Combined Cooling, Heating and Power plant). A difference is the use
of energy storage and heat pumps in Wuxi. Outside the system picture, the graduate students
discuss the impact of user behaviour and system management. The conclusion is that both these
are vital in order to reach a high system potential (Department of Energy Technology, KTH).
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4.4.2.c Sym biocity
The Symbiocity concept is a holistic Ecocity system in which seven subsystems are identified as
being especially important in order to achieve a sustainable urban environment. The subsystems
defined are: urban functions, energy, waste, water and sanitation, traffic and transportation,
landscape planning and building design. Symbiocity do not only describe these systems, but also
discuss how they are interconnected and how synergy effects can be achieved (SIDA 2010).
Following is a short introduction to the different subsystems:
• Sustainable energy is focused on minimising energy demand and promotes renewable
energy solutions. In regions with cold climates district heating is encouraged and in
densely populated regions district cooling is a good alternative.
• Sustainable waste management is divided into four phases; minimize the waste
amounts, collect and transport waste, reuse and recycle waste and treatment and
disposal of residues.
• Sustainable water supply and sanitation handles the supply of water for consumption,
hygiene and production, and later to sanitise the used water. Symbiocity recommends a
water-based sewage system for densely populated and medium income areas, and a dry
sanitation system for poor and arid countries.
• Sustainable traffic and transportation handles all ways of transport, for example bicycles,
cars, busses and trains. At the moment, the shift to renewable fuels and future vehicle
technology is a prioritized question in many cities.
• The last three subsystems, sustainable landscape planning, sustainable building design
and sustainable urban function is more vaguely defined. The first include areas for
recreation and areas that contains bio-diversity, the second relate to all aspects to be
considered when building buildings in the city, and the third encompasses vital urban
function normally defined as residential, commercial, educational and industrial
production.
(SIDA 2010)

4.5 Case studies of Ecocity Initiatives
This section presents three examples of Ecocity initiatives and what types of efforts are made in
them.

4.5.1 Masdar City
Masdar city is a high-tech enterprise located in the United Arab Emirates, aiming at becoming
one of the world’s most sustainable urban environments. It is also trying to create platforms to
advance the clean energy industry and to become a benchmark for the world’s urban sustainable
development (Masdar 2012). When finished, it will run completely on renewable energy and will
have a capacity of housing 40,000 residents and businesses employing 50,000 (Nader 2009).
Masdar City is created with seven aspects of the urban structure in mind: planning, power, water,
waste, transport, supply chain and integration of ICT infrastructure.
•

•

The planning aspect includes the urban planning, architecture and construction. Gains
are made in the early stage of urban development through orientation- and performance
optimization bringing down future energy demands.
In the area of power, ambitions are to maximize the use of renewable energy sources, as
it would be the largest source of carbon savings. Several types of modules and
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•
•

•

•

•

technologies are to be implemented. These are photovoltaics, concentrating solar power,
evacuated tube collectors, “waste to energy”–systems and the use of geothermal energy.
Masdar city will be designed to use a minimum amount of water and to maximize the
reuse of water through different treatment- and production techniques.
In the same way waste management is meant to minimize the use of landfill and to
maximize recycling and reusing. This is done through both increasing social awareness
and implementation of waste management systems.
The city’s transport system will focus on making the city a community for the pedestrian,
promoting walking and self-propelled transports. Also, a transport system of electric
buses will be implemented. Light rail and metro will pass through the city, providing links
to other areas such as Abu Dhabi.
Carbon emissions will also be mitigated through the supply chain. Masdar carefully
considers what products and services to use. Materials are chosen through an evaluation
process looking at environmental, economic and social aspects. Examples of materials
used are low-carbon cement, recycled steel and sustainably grown timber. Suppliers are
also informed and helped to understand what environmental impact their operations
have.
To integrate and to manage these complex systems, and to serve residents and
businesses, integration of information communication and technology (ICT) infrastructure
is necessary.
(Masdar City 2011)

4.5.2 Live Green Toronto
Toronto is a city in Canada with 2.5 million inhabitants. In the 1990s, Toronto started to plan
sustainability programs with focus on greenhouse gas emissions. These plans are implemented
through the Live Green Toronto initiative launched in 2008. By the year of 2009, a reduction of
40 percent of greenhouse gas emissions from the 1990 level had been achieved, and the plan is
to reduce it by 80 percent by 2050 (Joss, Tomozeiu & 2011).
Toronto identified four approaches for change: new ways to meet the growing electricity demand,
new ways to reduce natural gas consumption, community energy planning and community power
projects, and lastly climate change adaption.
New ways of meeting electricity demand will be done by conservation and demand management
(CDM) and by implementing renewable energy sources and smart grid technology. CDM will
reduce the demand for electricity through energy efficiency efforts such as retrofitting buildings
and to implement car-sharing programs. Also, the city will be working with the inhabitants to
reduce consumption. CDM will also be applied to reduce natural gas consumption, as will the
increased usage of renewable thermal energy sources such as geo-energy, solar thermal and bioenergy. District heating systems will also be implemented to meet heating, cooling and domestic
hot water need in both households and industry. Alongside the above-mentioned efforts,
community energy planning and community power projects will be applied. Community energy
planning provides research and analysis together with stakeholder engagement to create ideas
and support for sustainable options. It is an information campaign that educates the community
to understand how energy affects costs, security and the community’s environmental impact.
Community power projects are community-run sustainability projects. Lastly, Toronto will adapt to
climate change, meaning it will take measures such as upgrading energy infrastructure to adapt
to more extreme weather patterns resulting from climate change (Live Green Toronto 2009).
Another idea Toronto has implemented is a grant of up to 25 000 dollars for projects that reduce
emissions, clean the air and help the city to adapt to climate change. For larger infrastructure
and building projects, the grant can rise up to 250 000 dollars. The grant is a good example to
describe Live Green Toronto’s efforts of working together with the inhabitants. The city has
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created many incentives for the community, households and businesses to make environmental
decisions. For example inhabitants can take a free city bike course and get a free tree planted on
the pavement outside your house, businesses can get free advice on how to make the business
more energy efficient from the City’s Energy Efficiency Office (Live Green Toronto 2010).

4.5.3 Eko-Viikki
Eko-Viikki is a suburb outside of Helsinki, the capital of Finland. The plan for Eko-Viikki is to cover
residential and service areas. Completed in 2005, the number of inhabitants was planned to be
13 000 and include 6000 work places (Eko-Viikki 2005).
The goals of the project was to reduce consumption of natural resources in both building
construction and maintenance, reduce heating, electricity, and water consumption among
residents by a considerable percentage compared to the typical average residential use in
Helsinki, and to replace fossil fuels with renewables natural resources (Skanska 2008).
At an early stage, Eko-Viiki discovered that existing ecological planning tools did not fit the
environment in Finland, and therefore they developed their own ecological criteria, the so-called
PIMWAG criteria. The criteria consists of five factors that developments like Eko-Viiki has to take
into account if they want to assess the level of ecology in a project. The five factors were:
pollution, the availability of natural resources, health, the biodiversity of nature, and nutrition.
These are evaluated using three levels; minimum level, one point and two points. For example,
for a project to receive two points for nutrition, it has to give residents the opportunity to cultivate
their own yards, and for it to receive two points for natural resources, it has to stay below certain
energy requirement for electricity and heating (Eko-Viikki 2005). PIMWAG can also be used as an
evaluation tool, as the next section brings up.
Since Eko-Viiki has already been implemented, studies have been made regarding the success or
failure of the initiative. Though the project is viewed as a success, criticism has occurred
regarding the density of the building, the ventilation systems and that the community is to large
extent focused on families with young children. Still, Eko-Viiki has developed a strong community
spirit, and according to official documents, most inhabitants are happy (Eko-Viikki 2005).

4.6 Existing evaluation tools
Different tools have emerged to evaluate cities from an environmental perspective. Most tools
are theoretical and to complicated to be used in practise (Butters 2004), others are developed by
private engineering companies and sold to clients as software (Arup 2013). All these models
describe what is evaluated, how it is measured, and how to visualize the results. The evaluation
tool diagrams are presented in appendix C.
Three of the existing evaluation tools are SPeAR, International Ecocity Frameworks and
Standards (IEFS) from Ecocity Builders and the Value Map by Norwegian Architects for
Sustainable Development (NABU). All three have fixed parameters.
SPeAR was developed by the engineering consultancy Arup in 2000. It is a software-product with
multiple uses, for example it can evaluate the design stage, identify key risk areas and function
as an evaluation tools upon project completion (Arup 2013). The model evaluates natural
resources, the environment and economic and social aspects of a project by breaking them down
into smaller pieces. For example, within the natural resources area, water use is evaluated from
the parameters; water efficiency, water monitoring, process/construction water source and
auxiliary water source. Water use is then measured through a seven-step scale from ‘worst case’
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(red) to ‘optimum’ (green). The model is visualised by a rose diagram, where the optimum lies in
the middle (Stanford 2007).
IEFS was developed in 2010 by the Ecocity Builders organisation. The model evaluates 15
different aspects of the city, categorised in four areas: urban design, bio-geo-physical conditions,
ecological imperatives and socio-cultural features. From the results each areas receives a grade
ranging from ‘unhealthy’ city to ‘Gaia-level’ city. The highest grade, ’Gaia’, describes a city that is
“in harmony, both socially and biophysically with its surrounding region and globally”. The Ecocity
term is also used in the tool to denote a state of the areas. There are three Ecocity grades in the
scale, Ecocity 1, 2 or 3. Receiving a Gaia status is considered even better than receiving an
Ecocity grade (Ecocity Builders 2011).
The Value Map by NABU is similar to two tools described above. It evaluates 24 areas and each
area receives a grade ranging from very poor to fully sustainable. For example, buildings with an
energy consumption ranging between 0-50 kWh/m2 receive a fully sustainable grade, while
consumption over 180 kWh/m2 is considered being very poor. The model gives the three aspects
of sustainability (economic, social and environmental) equal importance. The Value Map uses a
rose diagram, with the important difference from the SpeAR diagram the highest grade is on the
edge of the rose (Butters 2004).
There are difficulties of using models like the ones described above to evaluate a city. First, it is
hard to know which dimensions to measure; second it is hard to know what the benchmark
should be used within that dimension. For example, the Environmental Defence Fund stated in a
report that the Boston metropolitan region had 83 days with ‘good air quality’ and zero days with
‘unhealthy air quality’ each year, yet cases of air-related cancer is 100 times greater for Boston
in relation to the national standard. It is hard to get the full picture by just looking at one
dimension (Kline 2010). Also, the highest value (e.g. ‘fully sustainable’) in these dimensions does
not always correspond to the best standards available. As mentioned before, The Value Map
grade a buildings whose energy consumption measures between 0-50 kWh/m2 as ‘fully
sustainable’, yet today it is technically possible to built zero energy buildings (Butters 2004).

4.7 Material for the modelling of Eco-District Stockholm
With inspiration from the Ecocity cases, the system charts (the Hammarby model, Symbiocity and
Wuxi) and the results of the global survey, this report has examined five aspects and areas in
Stockholm. These are the transport system, the waste and water treatment, the built
environment and the energy system. According to the results of the global survey that this report
has conducted and which are presented in chapter 5, these are the five subsystems most
commonly improved in Ecocity initiatives. These sections provide backgrounds and material for
the modelling of a fictive Eco–District in Stockholm presented in chapter 7.
The model will analyse the CO2 emissions from energy consumption and generation in the five
aspects and areas, and therefore, a background to the role of energy in the climate debate is
provided.

4.7.1 Energy - background
During the last centuries, the world’s energy consumption has increased dramatically. Energy
consumption and economic development has traditionally gone hand in hand, and as a
consequence energy consumption vary greatly between countries. China, who has seen a strong
economic and social development during the last decades, has an energy-consumption per
capita rate three times higher than Kenya. Sweden on the other hand, has an energyconsumption per capita rate three times higher than China. The energy has historically come
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from fossil fuels, but as climate change and environmental hazards spring for the emissions from
fossil fuels, the energy debate today discuss how an increase in renewable energy can be
accomplished to achieve a sustainable global energy system (Energimyndigheten 2012).
In the EU, targets have been set up regarding energy consumption and production, the so-called
“202020” targets. These state that by 2020, the European energy mix will consist of 20 percent
renewable energy, emissions of greenhouse gases has decreased by 20 percent and that the
consumption of energy has decreased by 20 percent (Stockholm County Council 2010). As
countries (just as cities) have their own prerequisites, European countries have individual goals
for their share of renewable energy. The EU goal for Sweden is to have an energy mix consisting
of 49 percent renewable energy by 2020, but Sweden’s own goal is to increase the ratio to 50
percent. The EU also has goals for individual areas of energy usage. Targets for the transport
sector is to have a 10 percent share of green vehicles – vehicles run on renewable fuels. Again,
Sweden’s individual target is more ambitious. By 2030, the Swedish vehicle fleet will be
independent of fossil fuels (Energimyndigheten 2012).
Sweden’s share of renewable energy has increased steadily during the last decades. In 1990,
the share of renewable energy in the energy mix was 33 percent; by 2010 the figure was 48
percent. The biggest reason for this development is the increased usage of biofuels in the
forestry industry and in electricity and heat generation. More recently, heat pumps have been the
biggest contributors to a cleaner energy mix. Oil, which in 1970 constituted more than 70
percent of energy for households and around 50 percent for the industry sector, has decreased
to constitute only around 8 and 10 percent (Energimyndigheten 2012).
Swedish energy mix 2012
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Figu re 6 Percentage of total energy generated in Sweden distributed per source and
year (Energimyndigheten 2012)
Globally, Sweden is performing well in environmental terms. Not only is the energy system
relatively clean, but the country has also been able to achieve economic development together
with reduced CO2 emissions. Since 1991, the Swedish economy has grown with 48 percent,
while at the same time CO2 emissions have dropped with nine percent (Stockholm County
Council 2010). Figure 6 show the distribution of the yearly amount of generated energy in
Sweden amongst energy sources. Fossil fuels as oil products, natural gas, coal and coax amount
for 38 percent of the total energy. Most of the fossil fuels are used for transportation.

4.7.2 Energy system
Stockholm County consumes around 14 percent of Sweden’s total energy and emits about 8,7
million tonnes of CO2 equivalents per year. 80 percent of CO2 emissions come from
transportation and the domestic sector. CO2 emission per capita in Stockholm is however low
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compared to other regions. For example, Stockholm emits half as much CO2 compared with
Sweden as a whole. This low figure is due to the efficient district heating and public transport
system. Also adding to the fact is that a very small proportion of Sweden’s industry operations
are located in Stockholm County. Future challenges for Stockholm is to implement more
renewable energy, especially in the domestic and transport sector, as it is these two areas that
emit a great majority of the CO2. 80 percent of Stockholm’s district heating consists of renewable
sources. Targets that exist are that the use of coal is to be zero, and that fossil share of waste is
decreased by 50 percent by 2030 (Stockholm County Council 2010).
Electricity is an energy carrier generated from different energy sources. In Sweden the main part
of the electricity comes from hydropower and nuclear energy. The total electricity production
2011 in Sweden was 146 TWh, of which 45 percent was produced by hydropower, 40 percent by
nuclear energy; four percent by wind power and the remaining eleven percent was produced by
biofuel or fossil fuel production. The energy mix is presented in figure 7.
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Figu re 7 Production of electricity in Sweden7 by type 1970 – 2011
(Energimyndigheten 2012)
Swedish electricity generation is relatively clean, as low amounts of greenhouse gases are
emitted in the production. 20 grams of CO2e are emitted per generated kWh, while the same
figure is 100 for the Nordic region and 415 for Europe. The emissions from Sweden are much
lower than from the other regions, which is due to Sweden’s high proportion of hydropower and
nuclear production. (Svensk Energi 2010).

4.7.3 Built environment 7
The built environment encompasses the built structures in the Eco-District. For these structures,
energy is used for heating and electricity. In this section, the structure of the built environment in
Stockholm and the associated energy consumption is presented.
On average in Stockholm, 1.93 inhabitants live in each apartment (SCB/Sweco 2011). In table III
the mix of different apartment sizes in apartment buildings in Stockholm is described. Table III
also present the average sizes of the apartments.

Hydropower and wind power were quoted jointly until 1996, after which wind power was quoted
separately.
7
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Ta ble I II The mix of apartments in Stockholm and their sizes in square meters (SCB 2008)
(Stockholm Stad/Sweco 2013)
Type of apartment

Average m2

Percentage of building

1 bedroom apartment
2 bedroom apartment

39
59

21.9 %
31.9 %

3 bedroom apartment

80

24.5 %

4 bedroom apartment
5 bedroom apartment

107
133

12.7 %
5.8 %

6+ bedroom apartment

183

3.2 %

4.7.3.a Electricity
In an apartment building there are different measurements for the consumption of electricity.
Two forms of electricity are used in apartment buildings: household electricity and property
electricity. Household electricity is the electricity used inside the apartments, for example for the
lightning, TV and kitchen equipment. Property electricity is the electricity used for common
features of the building, for example lightning in the stairwell, the lift, ventilation systems and
washing room (Svebyprogrammet 2012).
There are no good statistical basis for the use of electricity in apartment buildings, only smaller
studies done by property owners and Energimyndigheten (Bröms & Wahlström 2008). The
measured figures vary greatly depending on building standard and building year. Property
electricity fluctuates between 5 - 55 kWh/m2 (Energirådgivningen 2013). The main components
of the property electricity consumption are ventilation, lightning in staircases, laundry rooms and
lifts (Boverket 2006). The following table show some of the measures from studies made of
property electricity consumption in apartment buildings. Table IV present figures of annual
consumption of property electricity per square metre measured by different property owners and
properties in Sweden.
Ta ble I V Results from five studies measuring the average property electricity consumption
in apartment buildings (Henriksson & Kellner 2005) (Boverket 2006)
Property owner

Property electricity (kWh/m2)

Source

Svenska bostäder 2002
Familjebostäder, Stockholm 2002
Stockholmshem, Stockholm

25
27
24

Boverket, 2006
Boverket, 2006
Boverket, 2006

Familjebostäder, Gothenburg 2000
23 apartment buildings, Stockholm

17
15

Boverket, 2006
Henriksson & Kellner 2005

The figures in table IV give an average value of 22 kWh/m2. However, these figures vary, and a
new built house today would have at least 35 percent lower property electricity consumption.
Also, an apartment building without common areas and with an efficient heating system can
have property electricity consumption close to zero (Boverket 2006).
Several studies have also been made regarding household electricity, and the trend is that
consumption of household electricity is rising. The reason for this is that, even though products
like the refrigerator is getting more energy efficient, households are adding more and more
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products to their homes. Therefore, historical studies of the consumption are not reliable. The
common figure for household electricity consumption in apartment buildings is 30 kWh/m2 per
year. It seems that an apartment has a minimum consumption that increases by expanding living
space and by number of people living in the apartment (Svebyprogrammet 2012). The
consumption also varies depending on which season it is; in the winter the consumption can be
30 percent above average and in the summer consumption can be 30 percent below average
(Elmroth 2007).
Studies present two ways of measuring the average household electricity consumption per year.
The first is recommended by Boverket in their handbook “Termiska beräkningar” and presents a
fixed value of 2 200 kWh per apartment and an added value of 22 kWh per square meter
(Boverket 2003). The second recommends a fixed value of 2 500 kWh per apartment, and adds
800 kWh per person living in the apartment (Svebyprogrammet 2012). In later calculations, the
equations from Boverket are used.
Figure 8 shows the consumption divided into different household areas. The largest amount of
electricity is needed for the refrigerator and freezer with 24 percent, followed by lighting with 21
percent.

Proportion of household electricity by area
Refrigerator and freezer

13%
24%

Lightning
Cooking

9%

Dish Washer
2%

Washing machine

5%

Stereo, radio

2%

TV

7%

21%

DVD + VCR
Computer

4%
13%

Other

Figu re 8 Consumption of household electricity divided into
different areas (Bennich 2007)

4.7.3.b Heat and water
The biggest producer of district heating in Stockholm is Fortum Värme, a joint venture owned by
Fortum and Stockholms Stad. In 2011, district heating from Fortum was produced from 84
percent renewable sources and 16 percent fossil fuels. In the same year, the production of one
kWh of district heat emitted 78,9 grams of CO2. This value has varied over time, depending on
the amount of fossil fuel used in the production, as shown in table V (Fortum Värme 2011). It is
not clear why the emissions in the year of 2009 is higher than the emissions from the other
years.
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Ta ble V CO2 emissions from production of district heating (Fortum Värme 2011)

District heating

2008

CO2e emissions from district heating
(g/kWh)

88,4

2009

2010

101,8

88,9

2011
78,9

In 2005, apartment buildings in Sweden used approximately 28 TWh for heating and hot water.
The usage of energy for heating and water in an apartment building depends on the building
standard. Apartment buildings built before 1980 consume between 170 to 195 kWh/m2, and
newer apartment buildings from the twenty-first century consume a lower amount of around 130
kWh/m2 (Bröms & Wahlström 2008). When analysing the energy consumption by energy source,
results show that buildings using district heating have an average consumption of 163 kWh/m2,
building that use heating oil has a value of 247 kWh/m2 and building that use electricity has a
value of 132 kWh/m2 (Boverket 2006). Average consumption and proportion of heat sourced are
presented in table VI. Boverket does not measure the average kWh/m2 value from fosil fuel,
biofuel and combinations.
Ta ble VI Energy used for heat and hot water depending on energy source (Boverket
2006)

Energy source

Share (%)

Average (kWh/m2)

District heating
Oil heating
Electrical heating
Fossil fuel, biofuel and combinations

78
3
3
16

163
247
132
-

In a study made of 140 apartment buildings in Sweden in 2006 an average annual energy
consumption of 168 kWh per square meter living space was measured. The study also shows
that the ten percent of the buildings with the lowest value had a consumption of 119 kWh/m2
and the ten percent with the highest value had a consumption of 197 kWh/m2 (Boverket 2006).

4.7.3.c Passive houses
The residents and the electronic products in a house or apartment generate a lot of heat, and in
order to lower heat consumption, so-called passive houses are emerging. Passive houses are
built on the principle that this heat should be utilized by building houses that are better isolated,
and passive houses are for the most parts heated by the energy that already exists within the
house (Passivhuscentrum 2013). The guidelines set upon a building for it to be called a passive
house is intended to minimize the energy need for heating, and also to minimize the total energy
need. Targets for passive houses vary depending on climate zone of the area were the house is
built. In the south of Sweden, energy use in an apartment building excluding household electricity
should be below 45 kWh/m2, and in the north of Sweden the number is 55 kWh/m2 (FEBY
2007).
An example of a Swedish implementation of passive housing is Brogården. Brogården is a
residential area in Alingsås, a small town in Sweden. The area consists of 16 apartment buildings
and 300 apartments. The houses were built during 1970s as a part of ”miljonprogrammet”, a
governmental program with the goal to build one million new residential apartments in Sweden.
The houses were built cheap and fast, and as a result, these building are now in need of
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renovations and energy efficient measures. Total energy use decreased from 216 kWh/m2 to 76
kWh/m2 per year, a decline of 65 percent (Alingsåshem 2013). The results from the renovation
are presented in table VII.
Tab le VII Energy use by type before and after renovation at Brogården (Alingsåshem
2011).
Type

Before renovation kWh/m2

After renovation kWh/m2

Heating
Hot Water
Household Electricity

115
42
39

19
18
28

Property Electricity

20

11

Total energy use
Total energy use (excluding
household electricity)

216
177

76
48

4.7.4 Water treatment
The water system in Stockholm is operated by Stockholm Vatten, a municipally owned company,
who produces drinking water for over one million people in the city and neighbouring municipals.
Everyday, a total of 370,000 m3 of drinking water is produced from two water treatment facilities
in Norsborg and Lovö. Water is collected from Mälaren, and is thereafter filtered in three steps;
one chemical, one mechanical and one biological filtration. The quality of the drinking water is
secured by constant testing. Every year over a thousand tests in different locations are
conducted to ensure that the water quality remains high. The water is then distributed through a
200 Swedish miles long system of pipes to a total of twelve municipals. Wastewater is collected
from eight municipals, amounting to nearly one million people, and is cleaned and treated before
released into the Baltic Sea. Everyday, 335,000 m3 of wastewater is treated, during which
organic sewage in the form of sludge is amassed, and more than 70,000 tonnes of sludge is
amassed in the filtration facilities every year. Historically, the sludge has been considered as an
unwanted by-product. However, today’s sustainability mentality has led to the search for usage of
the sludge. One way to make use of the sludge is to use it for biogas production. In 2012, a total
of 15,4 million m3 of biogas was produced in Stockholm from sludge (Stockholm Vatten 2012).
The sludge can then be used as agricultural fertilisation or as forest fertilisation, and to cover up
closed landfills (Svenskt Vatten 2013). When used for fertilisation, over a 100 tonnes of
phosphor is returned to arable soils from the Stockholm water system per year alone (Stockholm
Vatten 2012). The sludge is also burnt to generate heat. In 2012, 1,1 GWh of heat was
generated from burning sludge.

4.7.5 Waste treatment
Waste is produced in many different areas. There are waste from industry such as scrap metal,
biomass from lumber works, and other by-products of all sorts. Waste is also generated in
households. A total of 4,1 million tons of waste is generated from Swedish households per year
(Naturvårdsverket 2010). In Stockholm, the amount of waste per person is 349,2 kg per year.
70,4 kg of the waste is sorted, but the rest (208,4 kg) is thrown away as general waste
(Trafikkontoret 2012). Studies show that the content of this waste consists of 40,4 percent (or
112,6 kg) organic waste (Stockholm Stad 2011). Organic waste can, just as sludge from
wastewater, be used in aerobic digestion to produce methane gas, which in turn can be
upgraded to biogas. The upgrading process includes the removal of water, pollutants and CO2
(Biogasportalen 2011).
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Most of the generated household waste in Stockholm is burnt to generate heat. As of 2011, only
seven per cent of the organic household waste was used for biogas production (Stockholm Stad
2013). The amount of energy extractable from household wastes varies; when burnt, one tonne
of waste generates around two MWh of heat (Bioenergiportalen 2013). In comparison, one tonne
of heating oil will produce between 10,6 – 12,7 MWh of heat. This figure varies depending on
what type of heating oil is used (Preem 2012) (Carbon Trust 2011).
Heat production through the burning of waste is considered environmentally friendly, as it is a
process in which the energy is extracted and used instead of discarded. Waste is constantly
produced and has to be treated, and by burning the waste energy is conserved at the same time
as the waste is removed. Also, using waste for heat production replaces other fuels such as
heating oil and natural gas. CO2 emissions from heating oil and natural gas are much greater
than the emissions from the district heating system in Stockholm today. Between 0,25-0,267 kg
of CO2 is emitted per kWh of heat from heating oil, and from natural gas the figure lies between
0,181-0,203 kg per kWh (EIA 2013) (Naturvårdsverket 2006). This can be compared with the
figure from district heating which in 2011 was 0,079 kg per kWh (see section 4.6.3).
The amount of CO2 from fuels depends on the amount of carbon stored in it. The amount of
energy produced from the fuel is in turn dependent on the amount of carbon and hydrogen in the
fuel. The reason that natural gas has a lower CO2 to energy content is because natural gas is
mainly made of methane, which has a high amount of energy content, compared to other fuels
(EIA 2013).
Through anaerobic digestion, 125 m3 of methane is extractable per tonne waste (Linné, o.a.
2008). According to Swedish standards of quality, biogas must contain around 97 percent
methane, and when upgraded to biogas, the energy content is estimated to 9,67 kWh per m3.
This can be compared with natural gas, which has an energy content of 11 kWh per m3, or
gasoline and diesel, with energy contents of 9,06 and 9,8 kWh per litre (Biogasportalen 2011).
So from one tonne of organic waste around biogas containing 1,2 MWh of energy can be
produced.
Targets in Stockholm regarding waste treatment and energy production is to burn 80 percent of
the burnable waste by 2020, and to increase biogas production threefold: from 0,2 TWh today to
0,6 TWh per year by 2030. Challenges that arise are how to improve the sorting and recycling of
waste, by more effectively sorting combustible and organic waste (Stockholm City Council 2010).

4.7.6 Private transports
Private transportation in Stockholm is less used than in comparison with Sweden as a whole, but
still accounts for around 40 percent of the greenhouse gas emissions in the county (Stockholm
City Council, 2010). Both the number of cars per person and the distance per person is lower in
Stockholm than in the whole country. Per 1 000 inhabitants in Stockholm there are 359 cars. In
the Stockholm county the figure is 390 and in the country 461 (SCB 2010a). The annual
distance covered by each car is 13 040 kilometres, which means that every person drives 5 350
kilometres annually. The same figures are 12 740 and 5 630 for Stockholm County and 12 180
and 6 450 for Sweden (SCB 2011a), which means that each car in Stockholm travels further
than in the country as a whole, but the average distance per person is lower. Despite the density
and the efficient private transport system in Stockholm County, cars remain the main mean of
transport, regardless of the distance or purpose, as nearly half of all travels are by car
(Stockholm City Council, 2010).
Distribution of cars in the car fleet in Stockholm is 55,7 percent diesel cars, 32,8 percent
gasoline cars and 11,5 percent of the green vehicles, of which 7,45 percent is ethanol cars, 2,4
percent is gas-fuelled cars, 1,6 percent is electric hybrid cars and 0,05 percent is electric cars
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(Trafikanalys 2012). Diesel is a bigger polluter of CO2 than gasoline, but as the consumption of
diesel is lower than the gasoline consumption, diesel proves to be more environmentally friendly
than gasoline when measuring CO2 emissions. Diesel cars in Stockholm emit on average 2,48 kg
of CO2 per litre and gasoline cars on average 2,24 kg CO2 per litre (Konsumentverket 2011). The
consumption rate on average for diesel cars is 0,69 litres per ten kilometres and for gasoline
cars the rate is 0,85 litres per ten kilometres (SCB 2011b). This means the CO2 emission per ten
kilometres for gasoline cars is 1,9 kilos, and for diesel 1,71 kilos.
The diesel and gasoline cars are the biggest polluters in the Stockholm car fleet. But green
vehicles emit CO2 as well, if not through the burning of fuels then through the consumption of
electricity. The emission rate of gas cars varies much depending on several variables. The weight
of the car, speed, manner of driving and traffic situation all contribute to the variation in fuel
consumption. Comparing different car models gives the average fuel consumption. A survey of
32 gas car models reveals that the emission rate varies between 76 and 164 grams per
kilometre, with an average of 130 grams per kilometre. The reason that gas car emit relatively
much CO is because they are not always run on biogas but rather a combination of natural gas
and biogas. A similar survey of 30 electric hybrid cars show that the emission rate lies between
79 to 116 grams per kilometre, with an average of value of 95 (Miljöfordon 2013). Ethanol cars
emit different amount of CO2 depending on what proportion of ethanol is used. A car driving with
100 percent E85 emits 96grams per kilometre, if the proportion is 62 percent E85 and 38
percent gasoline; the emission is increased to 139 grams per kilometre (Trafikverket 2012).
Electric cars run entirely on electricity, and the amount of CO2 from the electric cars depend on
the CO2 emission from production of electricity. If the emission rate of CO2 per produced kWh, the
emission rate from electric cars are subsequently increased. Table VIII show the emissions of CO2
from different car types.
Tab le VII I Amounts of CO2 emissions for different cars
depending on fuels.
Car type

Emissions

Unit

Diesel
Gasoline
Ethanol
Electric hybrid
Gas
Electric

1,71
1,90
0,96
0,95
1,3
0,04

kgCO2e/kWh
kgCO2e/kWh
kgCO2e/kWh
kgCO2e/kWh
kgCO2e/kWh
kgCO2e/kWh

Consumption rate in electric cars varies depending on the same variables as with other cars, and
the average consumption is also dependent of car model. Figures between 1–2,5 kWh per ten
kilometres have been identified in different literature (NEP 2010) (Dalakraft 2012). As the CO2
emissions from Swedish electricity are low compared to our Nordic neighbours, and even lower
when compared to European emissions (see section 4.7.2), electric cars in Sweden prove more
environmentally friendly than in the compared regions.
Targets for Stockholm County is to decrease CO2 emissions by 65 percent from the transport
sector by 2030, and at the same time reduce the energy consumption by 20 percent. To meet
these targets, both the travel habits of the inhabitants and the reliance on fossil fuels must
change. Public transportation must be developed, and more efficient and clean vehicles must be
introduced (Stockholm City Council 2010).
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5 Survey
This report has conducted a survey of Ecocity initiatives around the world. The aim was to identify
and document the historic and geographic development of current Ecocity initiatives, and to
evaluate their characteristics. The aspects and areas of improvement in the initiatives have been
compiled into eleven parameters (in this report also referred to as “aspects and areas”), and the
result will show which parameters are the most common in Ecocity initiatives. The results provide
material for the modelling of the fictive Eco-District in Stockholm and the definition of the Ecocity.
Three limitations related to the study have been identified: the used search tools, search terms
and the reliability of documentation found. For the study, only online search tools have been
used. The tools used were Google, Google Scholar, SpringerLink and Sciencedirect. Also, while
conducting the survey, only English search terms have been used, and subsequently, only English
documents have been studied. This might prove a limitation of the survey, as the survey may not
have captured information in other languages than English and from other sources than the used
search tools. This is especially noticeable in Asian initiatives, since many websites have been in
Chinese, Japanese or other Asian languages. However, to conduct a more thorough survey by
analysing documentations in other languages and using other, less accessible sources, would
prove too time consuming for this report to make.
Furthermore, when searching for information about Ecocity initiatives, no selection was made
regarding the publishing date of the material. Also, equal importance has been attributed to
documents from the planning phase of a new Ecocity initiative as from the evaluation of a
created Ecocity, and no difference between aspirations and actual implementation has been
made. It may therefore be so that certain Ecocity initiatives have not fulfilled the initially planned
scope or depth, something the survey might have disregarded. This is however not a problem
with regards to the aim of the survey, as the aim is to provide insight into the ambitions of the
initiatives, and not to evaluate the exact implementations of each initiative.

5.1 Parameters
Based on the literature study, eleven parameters have been identified as common areas and
aspects of improvement in Ecocity initiatives. These eleven parameters are presented below, as
is an explanation of their criteria.
CO 2 target
●

Does the initiative set up targets for decreasing CO2 emissions?

Criterion: targets and measures are taken to reduce CO2 emissions in the initiative. Certain
initiatives implemented energy-efficient buildings and more public transports, but did not state
clear CO2 emission targets. In these cases, the initiative was considered not to have fulfilled the
criteria, but criterions for transport and city planning was fulfilled.
Renewable energy goal
●

Does the initiative implement or intend to implement renewable energy sources and do
they state a goal with the implementation?

Criterion: measures are taken to increase the amount of renewable energy in the energy mix. The
Ecocity initiative has a clearly stated goal with the implementation.
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W aste management
●

Does the initiative implement or intend to implement advanced waste technology?

Criterion: targets and measures are taken to reduce waste generation, improve waste treatment,
improve waste collection and/or implement new usages for waste such as biogas production or
heating.
W ater management
●

Does the initiative implement or intend to implement advanced water technology?

Criterion: targets and measures are taken to reduce water consumption, increase reuse of water,
improve storm water treatment and/or use sludge for biogas production, heating, or intend other
new usage for byproducts of wastewater.
Transport
●

Does the initiative implement or intend to implement new, more environmentally, ways of
transportation?

Criterion: targets and measures are taken to improve public transports, implement better
technologies and to better plan the transportation system.
Land use
●

Does the initiative create or intend to create more green areas and/or plan better land
usage?

Criterion: targets and measures are taken to increase the amount of green areas in the initiative,
and/or restore damaged or destroyed green areas.
Air Quality
●

Does the initiative set targets for reduction of air pollution and/or better air quality?

Criterion: targets and measures are taken to improve the air quality and reduce air pollution,
either by implementing technology or reduce emissions.
Built environment
●

Does the initiative aspire to build energy efficient buildings and/or implement smarter
city design?

Criterion: targets and measures are taken to improve the design of the city, to build energyefficient buildings and/or use environmentally friendly building materials and/or increase the
density of the city.
Heating & cooling
●

Does the initiative implement or intend to implement district heating and cooling?

Criterion: targets and measures are taken to implement or improve current district heating and
cooling systems.
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Civic empowerment
●

Does the initiative work with or intend to work with citizen behavior?

Criterion: targets and measures are taken to change citizen behaviour through information
campaigns and/or education.
Smart grid
●

Does the initiative implement or intend to implement smart grid technology?

Criterion: targets and measures are taken to implement smart grid technology.

5.2 Methodology
Following is a description of the course of action taken to perform the survey.
1. Selection of Ecocity initiatives
The basis for the study is a list of Ecocity initiatives collected from:
•
•
•

Eco-Cities – A Global Survey (Joss, Tomozeiu & Cowley 2011).
Finding Fractals: Identifying elements of the Ecocity (Downton 2009).
Eco-City Governance: A Case Study of Treasure Island and Sonoma
Mountain Village (Joss 2011)

From these articles, 180 Ecocity initiatives were identified (see appendix A) and studied in the
survey.
2. First screening of Ecocities
During the second step an examination of the 180 Ecocity initiatives were conducted to evaluate
the amount of sufficient information available, and the reliability of the information in order for
the initiative to be examined further. Internet searches were conducted through Google,
SpringerLink, Google Scholar and Sciencedirect. If there was not sufficient amount of data found,
or the reliability of the data could be questioned, the initiative was excluded from further study.
3. Evaluate the Ecocities based on the 11 param eters
From the original 180 initiatives examined data of enough quantity and reliability to be analysed
further were found for 67 initiatives. These initiatives were examined to identify which of the
criteria of the eleven parameters they fulfilled. For a complete list of the documents studied,
please see Appendix B.
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6. Results from survey
In this chapter, the results of the survey are presented. A discussion will follow, as will the
definition of the Ecocity and the evaluation tools this report makes.

6.1 Global spread of the Ecocity

Figu re 9 Number of Ecocity initiatives per continent
Figure 9 shows how many of the 180 examined Ecocities are located in each continent. China is
categorized separately. This figure shows a global spread of the Ecocity, but it is not an even
spread. The Western World is clearly ahead of the poorer continents Africa and South America.
The same phenomena can be found in Asia. A closer examination of the Asian Ecocities (see
Appendix A) reveals that out of the total 65 Asian (including China) Ecocity initiatives, only two
can be found outside the richer and faster developing Asian countries of South East Asia and
India: one in United Arab Emirates and one in Jordan. The rest are located in China, Japan, South
Korea, Taiwan, India, Indonesia and one in the Philippines. Europe is at the top of the list with 77
Ecocity initiatives. Interesting to see is that in Africa there are seven initiatives, a higher number
than in South America.

6.2 Examining the global Ecocity characteristics
6.2.1 Globally
From the original 180 initiatives examined, data of enough quantity and reliability to be analysed
further were found for 67 initiatives (see Appendix B). Several conclusions can be drawn from the
analyses of the results of the examination. None of the African Ecocities provided enough data to
be studied further.
Figure 10 shows the amount of initiatives incorporating the eleven aspects and areas. The five
most common efforts amongst the studied Ecocity initiatives are waste and water management,
city planning, renewable energy and transport. Land use, heating and cooling and CO2 targets are
fairly common, with between 58 - 63 percent of the initiatives including these areas and aspects
in their action plans. Half of the initiatives work with civic empowerment, and only a little bit more
than one third has set up targets for air quality. Most uncommon is the smart grid technology, as
only 18 percent include implementation of smart grids.
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Percentage of initiatives including the different apects
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Figu re 1 0 The number and percentage of Ecocity initiatives to take measures in the
different subsystems and areas of the city.
As can be seen, a relatively low amount of initiatives are targeting decreased CO2 emissions as a
consequence of the climate change. A higher number of initiatives actively working with
improving air quality would also not be surprising, as air pollution is a big health problem in many
cities. But the data presented in figure 10 is not sufficient to draw any such conclusions. For
example, a conclusion would be that air quality is not something many initiatives aspire to
improve because most Ecocities already have very good air quality.
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Ecocity initiatives
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Figu re 1 1 The number of aspects and areas included in the
Ecocity initiatives
Figure 11 shows how many areas and aspects the 67 Ecocity initiatives include in their plans.
Most commonly, initiatives work with improving five areas and aspects, and around 80 percent of
the initiatives include five aspects and areas or more. However, there are 14 initiatives that
include only between one to four aspect and areas. The figure shows how different the Ecocity
initiatives are concerning broadness and ambition. The Ecocity initiatives only improving one or
two areas and aspects are hard to diversify from simple city improvements. There might not even
be an Ecocity aspiration behind those initiatives. While improving five areas and aspects is
better, it is also still far from the type of initiative the Ecocity concept requires. Questions arise as
to the dedication of these initiatives, and the reason for labelling them Ecocities. Clearly, there is
a great gap between the original philosophies and ideas behind the Ecocity concept and many of
the real world initiatives.
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Aspects and areas included in average per
continent
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Figu re 1 2 The number of aspects and areas included in the
Ecocity initiatives on average in each continent and the global
average.
Figure 12 presents the global average and the average of each continent of how many of the
eleven aspects and areas the Ecocity initiatives include. South America is excluded from further
study, as there was only one South American initiative examined which is not enough to draw any
conclusions about South American initiatives in general.
The figure shows that there is a great difference between North American Ecocity initiatives and
the rest of the world. North American Ecocity initiatives include 9,3 of the aspects, while Europe
(the second best) only include 6,5. The difference between the Asia, China, Australia and Europe
is minor. European initiatives include on average only 1,2 more aspects and areas of
improvement than Asian initiatives, which has the lowest amount with 5,3.
To analyse the geographic traits further, the following sections present deeper analysis of the
continental diversities and historic development of each aspect and area.

6.2.2 Asia

Asian Ecocity initiatives (excluding China)
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Figu re 1 3 Percentage of Asian Ecocity initiatives to include
the different aspects and areas.
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Figure 13 presents the Asian Ecocities, where the main area of improvement is waste treatment.
Improving waste management seems to be very common in the Ecocities initiatives in general,
but in Asia it stands out as the single most common aspect Ecocity initiatives include. 92 percent
of Asian Ecocities are improving their waste management systems. About every second initiative
are working on improving water management, transport systems, increasing green fields, and
two thirds are implementing better city planning through higher density housing and more
efficient buildings. Air quality, heating and cooling, civic empowerment, renewable energy and
smart grid are the least common areas of improvement in Asian Ecocity initiatives.

6.2.3 China
Chinese Ecocity initiatives
Totally 6 Ecocities studied
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Figu re 1 4 Percentage of Chinese Ecocity initiatives to
include the different aspects and areas.
Figure 14 presents the Chinese Ecocity initiatives, which are more ambitious than other Asian
Ecocity initiatives in most of the aspects and areas. All of the initiatives examined are improving
water management systems, and over 80 percent are improving city planning and implementing
renewable energy sources into their energy systems. Two thirds of the Chinese initiatives are also
working on improving waste management, reducing CO2 emissions, improving transport systems
and integrating more green fields. Only in heating and cooling, civic empowerment and smart grid
implementation are the Chinese behind the other Asian initiatives. None of the initiatives in
China are implementing smart grid technology. Also, working with the citizens in changing
behaviour and education seem to be very rare in Chinese initiatives, and that might not be so
surprising with regard to the Chinese political system.

6.2.4 Europe
Figure 15 presents the European Ecocity initiatives. Amongst the European initiatives there is no
area that is notably a more frequent area of improvement. This might be due to that many
European initiatives are EU-based, and are therefore similar in character. City planning,
renewable energy, waste management, water management and heating and cooling
improvements are most common. Working with the public is interestingly not that common: only
42 percent of the initiatives are actively working on changing citizen behaviour. Smart grid is also
quite uncommon to be implemented, as is improving air quality. One explanation that the
frequency of air quality improvement is so low in Europe might be that air qualities are in general
pretty high in Europe.
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European Ecocity initiatives
Totally 32 Ecocities studied
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Figu re 1 5 Percentage of European Ecocity initiatives to include
the different aspects and areas.

6.2.5 North America
Figure 16 present the North American initiatives. They are by far the most ambitious initiatives as
they most frequently include the different aspects. They have the highest ratio of all the aspects
except water treatment implementations, where Australian initiatives rate higher. Also, around
four out of ten initiatives are working with implementing smart grid technology, a number much
higher than any other continents, revealing that North American initiatives are more high tech
than others.

North American Ecocity initiatives
Totally 12 Ecocities studied
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Figu re 1 6 Percentage of North American Ecocity initiatives to
include the different aspects and areas.

6.2.6 Australia
Figure 17 present the Australian Ecocity initiatives, which are less wide-ranging compared to
Chinese, European and North American initiatives. All of the four initiatives examined are
implementing better water management systems, which might not be surprising as Australia is a
continent with scarce water supplies. Although a warm continent, none of the initiatives are
improving cooling systems. Land use is only discussed in one initiative, as is air quality. CO2
emission targets only exist in two of the four initiatives, and none are implementing smart grid
technology.
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Australian Ecocity initiatives
Totally 4 Ecocities studied
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Figu re 1 7 Percentage of Australian Ecocity initiatives to include
the different aspects and areas.

6.2.7 Comparison
Comparing the continents to each other, interesting conclusions can be drawn. Most common
aspects in all initiatives on all continents are waste management, water management and city
planning. The amount of initiatives including these areas of improvement is not less than 67
percent in any continent except Asia, where 58 percent of the initiatives include water
management. Renewable energy is also common on all continents, except Asia where only 42
percent of the initiatives implement renewable energy sources. But this trend is found concerning
most areas and aspects, for example transport, as Asian Ecocity initiatives are the least
ambitious.
Heating and cooling improvements vary greatly between continents. North American and
European frequently include these aspects, while Asian, Chinese and Australian initiatives don’t.
None of the studied Australian initiatives include these improvements, which is interesting as
Australia has such a warm climate. In Asia excluding China one third of Ecocity initiatives include
heating and cooling improvements, and in China only 14 percent does.
CO2 targets are surprisingly rare across all continents. Only in North America is it frequent, as
more than 70 percent of the initiatives includes clearly stated CO2 targets. Chinese initiatives
include it more often than European ones, a fact that might be surprising as climate change and
greenhouse gas emissions are regularly discussed in Europe, where EU has set up ambitious
targets about 20 percent reduction of CO2 emissions by 2020 (Stockholm County Council 2010).
Air quality is not surprisingly more frequent in areas where air quality is a big problem such as in
China (Hao & Wang 2006). 50 percent of Chinese initiatives include goals for air quality
improvements, and in the rest of Asia only 17 percent of the initiatives does. Instead, North
America has a ratio of 92 percent and air quality is therefore clearly much more common in North
America than anywhere else. European and Australian initiatives only include measures and
targets in 25 percent of their Ecocity initiatives.
Smart Grid technology is a recent invention and it might therefore not be so surprising why so few
initiatives implement it. Ecocity initiatives that were started before smart grid technology was
developed could of course not plan to implement it, and that might be the most obvious
explanation for the low ratio of smart grid implementation in the Ecocity initiatives. North
America, with the highest ratio of initiatives implementing smart grid technology, has a ratio of 42
percent.
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Civic Empowerment is also quite uncommon in all initiatives except the North American ones,
where 92 percent of the initiatives are working with changing behaviour. Interestingly, only 44
percent of European initiatives have or are working with civic empowerment. This might be
explained by the fact that many initiatives in Europe are initiated on higher levels of government,
and therefore the role of the public is not concerned in the same way as if the initiative was city
based.
Figures 12-17 provide insight into the general characteristics of the Ecocity initiatives by their
geographical area. It would however be wrong to suggest that all European or Asian Ecocity
initiatives are less ambitious than North American ones based on these figures. There could be
single initiatives that are not recognised in these figures, as less ambitious initiatives on the
same continent affect the statistics.
Ta ble I X Top 20 ambitious Ecocity initiatives worldwide, including between nine an eleven of
the total eleven aspects and areas of their initiative.
Top1201Ambitious1Ecocity1initatives
Initative
Malmo
Stockholm1Royal1Seaport
Alexandria
Toronto
Treasure1Island
Hammarby1Sjostad
Masdar
Bicycle1City
EcoVillage1Ithaca
Green1City1Blue1Lake1Initiative
PlaNYC
Sonoma1Mountain1Village
Vancouver
Fujisawa1Sustainable1Smart1Town
Kaohsiung
Songdo1International1Business1District
Tangshan1Bay1(Tangshan1Caofeidian)
Glasgow
WhitehillUBordon
Portland

Country
Sweden
Sweden
USA
Canada
USA
Sweden
UAE
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
Canda
Japan
Taiwan
South1Korea
China
UK
UK
USA

Continent
Europe
Europe
North1America
North1America
North1America
Europe
Asia
North1America
North1America
North1America
North1America
North1America
North1America
Asia
Asia
Asia
Asia
Europe
Europe
North1America

Aspects1and1areas1included
11
11
11
11
11
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
9
9
9
9
9
9
9

Table IX shows the top 20 ambitious Ecocity initiative, including between nine and eleven of the
totally eleven aspects and areas in their initiative plans. Ten are located in North America. This
correlates with the fact that North American Ecocity initiatives are the most ambitious in general.
But table IX also reveals three of the top 12 Ecocity initiatives are located in Sweden, an insight
the previous figures did not give. Also, four of the initiatives on the list are located in Asia, while
only two are located in Europe (excluding Sweden). None of the initiatives are located in
Australia, and only one is located in China. This list shows that it is not possible to draw more
than general conclusions about all Ecocity initiatives on the same continent from figures 12-17
and that the level of ambition of the initiatives varies within continents as well.
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6.3 Historical trend of Ecocities
This section presents the results of the historic analysis of the Ecocity initiatives.

6.3.1 Overall historical trend
Figure 18 show the historic development of the global Ecocity phenomena since it was first
conceptualized in 1987. The exact year each initiative was commenced has been identifiable in a
total of 133 initiatives. The starting year of the rest of the initiatives were not found because the
documentation did not state an exact year or any reference to a certain starting point, or
documentation did not exist at all. The columns show the commenced initiatives per year and
the graph the accumulated amount if initiatives over time.
Amount of new Ecocity initatives per year and accumulated amount
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Figu re 1 8 Historic trend of the Ecocity. The figure shows the number of commenced Ecocity
initiatives per year globally and the accumulated amount of Ecocity initiatives.
Figure 18 show that the Ecocity concept has experienced a boom since the early 2000’s. The
amount of newly started initiatives is much greater during the 2000’s than the decades before,
with the greatest amount of initiatives commenced in 2008 and 2009. From 1987 to 2000 only
13 initiatives were commenced, and 120 have been commenced since. Whether the amount of
commenced initiatives will remain steady, or if the reduction in 2010 and 2011 is a continued
trend, remains so to be seen.
The sudden boom of initiatives around the year 2000 might be explained by the increased global
interest in the concept. It might be that the spread of the concept led to initiatives being started
more globally, which led to the sudden increase. The next section will examine the historic
development per continent to see if there is any truth to this theory.
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6.3.2 Historical trend by continent
Figures 19 shows the historic trend by continent. Australian Ecocity initiatives are excluded since
the starting year of the four studied initiatives could not be identified. South American initiatives
are again excluded as only one initiative was studied. The figure illustrates how the Ecocity
concept has grown quite evenly across the world. There is no continent that commenced a large
amount of Ecocity initiatives before any other continent, but sporadic initiatives were commenced
in Europe and North America during the 1990’s. But as more European initiatives were
commenced, the trend in North America was different, with a few initiatives being commenced in
the 1990’s and none during the first part of the 2000’s. In the late 2000’s however this trend
changed and North American initiatives has been started every year since 2007. Only one Asian
Ecocity initiative was commenced before 2000, but a continuous amount of initiatives have been
started since 2001. The same trend is identified in China.
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Figu re 1 9 Commenced Ecocity initiatives annually by continent.
The theory regarding the reasons for the boom in Ecocity initiatives during the 2000’s presented
shortly in the previous section is to certain extent correct, as the global interest in the Ecocity
concept spread to China and Asia during the early 2000’s. However, another reason for the high
amount of Ecocity initiatives after the year of 2000 is the sudden increase of initiatives on
individual continents. The great number of initiatives started in Europe and Asia in 2001, 2002,
2005, 2008 and 2009 are examples of such sudden continental booms, and they are most likely
a result of governments or other authorities initiating sustainability projects, for an example the
EU-funded ECOCITY projects of 2002 and 2005 and the Ecocity developments initiative by the
Japanese government in 2009 (Joss 2009).
Figure 19 also shows that the North American Ecocity initiatives are generally newer than on
other continents. 13 of the North American initiatives showed in figure 19 are started 2007 or
later, which might be an explanation as to why North American initiatives are more frequently
implementing smart grid technology than others.
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6.3.3 Historical trend of aspects and areas of improvement

Ambition over time

Number of aspects and areas included during different time periods
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Figu re 2 0 Number of aspects and areas included on average in the
initiatives during different time periods
Figure 20 shows the average number of aspects and areas the initiatives have included during
four time periods of five years each. These statistics are based on a total of 49 initiatives. The
figure shows that ambitions were higher during the early 1990’s, to decline during between 1997
and 2001. Since then, ambitions have increased. So while the number of initiatives has
increased from the year 2000 onwards, so have the ambition of the initiatives. An average
initiative started between 1997-2001 is not as ambitious as one started after 2007, and the
performance of these two initiatives must therefore be different. This difference might be further
increased by the fact that technology and innovations of 1997 probably are obsolete in
comparison with technology and innovation of 2011.

6.3.4 Historic analysis of the areas and aspects
Figures 21-23 show findings about the historical trend of civic empowerment, smart grid
technology and air quality. These are discussed as their historic patterned differs from the other
eight aspects and areas, which are equally frequent during the time period. To view the historic
figures of the areas and aspects not presented here please see Appendix E. The black columns
show the number of initiated Ecocity initiatives per year, but only those initiatives this report were
able to identify both the starting year and information about areas and aspects of improvements.
The total amount is 49 Ecocity initiatives. The graph below shows the amount of initiatives
working with civic empowerment per year.
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Figu re 2 1 Historical overview of the frequency of Civic empowerment measures in the
Ecocity initiatives.
Figure 21 shows how the frequency of civic empowerment measures has varied in Ecocity
initiatives. Civic empowerment measures was common in the early Ecocity initiatives from 1987
to 1995, but declined in occurrence during the second half of the 1990’s. Since 2000, it has
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been included in more and more initiatives, and during 2010 and 2011, only one out of six
initiatives disregarded civic empowerment in their plans.
One possible explanation as to why civic empowerment has a higher frequency in the initiatives
commenced in the late 1980’s and early 1990’s than between 1995-2007 is that early Ecocity
initiatives were likely non-government run initiatives, instead initiated by local authorities or
private entities such as local inhabitants or activists. It is likely that when the civic itself is the
force behind the initiative, the civic empowerment is of great importance. This can be combined
with the discussion about civic empowerment in sections 6.3.7 and 6.4.2 about civic
empowerment being less frequent when higher levels of governance initiate the Ecocity
initiatives. As the initiatives in greater extent became government-run initiatives, so did the
behavioural aspect of the Ecocity decreased in frequency. For example, in 2002 and 2005 when
the EU-funded ECOCITY-projects were initiated, almost none of them aspired to accomplish
greater environmental results by engaging inhabitants into changing behavioural patterns. But
during the later part of the 2000’s, civic empowerment seem to have increased in frequency,
which might indicate that even higher levels of governance recognize the importance of the civic
to succeed.
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Figu re 2 2 Historical overview of the frequency of air quality targets and measures in the
Ecocity initiatives.
Figure 22 shows how air quality targets have varied in frequency during the time period since
1987. In general, air quality has been quite uncommon in the initiatives. In the late 1980’s and
early 1990’s targets and measures to improve air qualities were part of the initiative’s goals, to
then almost disappear until the last part of the 2000’s. As discussed earlier in section 5.2.2, air
quality targets and measures does not appear more frequently in Ecocity initiatives located in
areas where one could imagine air quality improvements are very sought after, for example in
China. Instead, they appear frequently in North American Ecocity initiatives. This fact, combined
with the fact that the North American initiatives have to great extent been initiated during the last
part of the 2000’s, might explain why air quality targets and measures have increased in
frequency during the last years.
Figure 23 shows how the implementation of smart grid technology varies over the time period
since 1987. The first Ecocity initiative aiming at an implementation of smart grid technology was
initiated in 2006, and since then the frequency has been regular. The figure illustrates how the
relatively new technology has still yet to be implemented in a greater proportion of the new
Ecocity initiatives.
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Figu re 2 3 Historical overview of the frequency of smart grid technology in the Ecocity
initiatives.

Figures 9-23 provide insight into the historic and geographical development of the Ecocity. One
important conclusion is that the Ecocity initiatives are different on different continents. Table 1
show that even though common traits of Ecocity initiatives by continent can be found, there are
differences between individual initiatives on each continent, which makes it hard telling the
characteristics of an initiative without thorough examination.
Another conclusion is that the characteristics of the Ecocity initiative vary with time. For example,
initiatives are more ambitious now than before as shown in figure 20. Ambitions were lower
between 1997-2001 than it has been during for example the last ten years. The interest in
individual aspects and areas also vary with time. Today, civic empowerment seems to be an
aspect on the rise, as does smart grid technology. New technologies are implemented, and new
views and paradigms of the role of the public arise. The most common areas of improvements
are waste and water management, transports, city planning and renewable energy, and these
areas have constantly been occurring in Ecocity initiatives.
Also, several possible explanations arise for certain aspects of the historic and geographic
development, for an example why air quality measures in Europe occur so seldom, or why civic
empowerment measures in Chinese Ecocity initiatives are even more rare. However, these
explanations are not more than speculations and cannot be confirmed by the results of this
study.

6.4 Definition of the Ecocity
This section introduces a new definition of the Ecocity, which this report has created. First, the
issues related to defining the Ecocity and the definition that exists today is discussed, then the
new definition is introduced and elaborated, and last motivation for the new definition is
discussed.

6.4.1 Background
From the literature study and the results of the global survey, it is clear that there is a great
difference between the original definition of the Ecocity and the general characteristics of the
real world Ecocity initiatives. The term seems to be applied to initiatives without regards to the
original ideas and concept, and Ecocity initiatives come in many forms and shapes. The original
concept, defined by the Richard Register and the Ecocity Builders, is very ambitious if not
utopian, and creating a city that is totally sustainable and environmentally neutral in every aspect
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may seem far-fetched today. In comparison, the real initiatives are far from reaching that goal as
even the most ambitious initiatives fail to fulfil the Ecocity criteria.
The initiatives are also very different from each other. Comparing continental traits reveal
differences in ambition and broadness of the initiatives. These differences are also found
between initiatives on the same continent. As the characteristics of the initiative are determined
by the cities or settlements’ prerequisites and the goals of the individual initiatives, there are
differences between every pair of Ecocity initiatives chosen for comparison. Furthermore, the
characteristics of the Ecocity vary with time, as new technologies and paradigms arise.
A possible explanation for this phenomenon is that the Ecocity concept has been equalized with
sustainability. As sustainability has gotten global momentum, urban sustainability developments
have become more frequent, and many initiatives choose to adopt the term Ecocity as it is
increasingly used to denote sustainable urban initiatives. But although the ultimate goals of
sustainability and the Ecocity are similar, the concepts differ from each other. The Ecocity view
the whole city system, denoting a city that is completely ecologically neutral in every aspect, while
sustainability can be applied to single aspects and areas of a city. This is a fundamental
difference between the two concepts. The increased adoption of the term Ecocity might in the
long run prove destructive for the Ecocity concept, as it could dilute the meaning of the term
further.
These conclusions form the foundation of the Ecocity definition this report makes. The report
agrees with research claiming it to be very complex and maybe unnecessary to define the Ecocity
too narrow. The Ecocity is about reaching a goal, but does not say in what way the goal should be
reached. Therefore, the definition does not state in which way an urban settlement should reach
its goals more than in a general terms.

6.4.2 Defining the Ecocity
To solve the situation of a theoretic concept far from the characteristics of the real applications
of it, this study introduces two definitions of the Ecocity. The first, simply called “The Ecocity”, is
based on the original concept and ideas presented by Richard Register and the Ecocity Builders.
The second one, called “Ecocity project” is based on characteristics of the real world initiatives,
identified through the global survey. The definitions are presented further in the next two
sections, and motivations for the two definitions follow afterwards.

6.4.2.a The Ecocity
This report defines the Ecocity the same way Richard Register and the Ecocity Builders originally
defined it. An Ecocity according to this report is therefore an ecologically healthy urban
settlement, not affecting the ecosystem of which the settlement is part in any negative way, nor
any other ecosystem or the global ecosystem as a whole. This means the city should be
ecologically neutral (or positive) in every city subsystem. The city system should be in balance,
and no resources are depleted or extracted at a higher rate than nature can recreate them.
This definition is as stated very ambitious, but this report sees no need to redefine the Ecocity
and make it a less utopian concept. By making a clear definition, there is no misconception
about the meaning of what an Ecocity is, and the ambitious meaning forces initiatives aspiring to
become Ecocities to set ambitious targets.
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6.4.2.b The Ecocity project
As there exist no Ecocity fulfilling the criteria of the original ideas and concept, this report makes
the definition of the existing Ecocity initiatives as Ecocity projects. These are defined as urban
development initiatives with environmental targets and goals achieved through a broad range of
improvements in different aspects and areas of the urban system. What these Ecocity projects
have in common is their effort across many subsystems of the city, aiming at reaching an
environmentally friendly city model. The initiative should also have ambitious goals, putting effort
into reaching better results through the implementation of new technology. To summarize, an
Ecocity project should be a project that:
•

Takes m easures across several areas of the city system . To be labelled an
Ecocity project, the initiative should put effort into many different areas of the city. A
sustainability initiative focusing only on waste management or renewable energy should
therefore not be considered an Ecocity project.

•

Implements modern technology. The Ecocity initiatives are all using technology as a
way to reach higher efficiency and a decrease in the environmental impact. But as
technology advances, so does the possibilities. The achievable improvements in
emissions and energy consumption today were not possible a decade ago. This means
that an Ecocity initiative that implemented high-tech waste or water management
systems ten or twenty years ago, are now obsolete compared to new Ecocities. As the
Ecocity should reach very ambitious goals, this report argues that an initiative aspirating
to be labelled an Ecocity project should implement modern technology.

6.4.2.c Motivation
The reasons for making two separated definitions, one that is based to the original concept and
one that is based on the real initiatives, are many. First, it would be of no use having a definition
that does not apply to any real settlement. At the same time, to not take inspiration from the
original ideas would mean abandoning the original concept. By introducing two separate
definitions, none of the elements of the Ecocity concept and the initiatives are lost or
disregarded, and the confusion regarding the meaning of an ‘Ecocity’ is resolved.
Second, it diversifies the concept from sustainability and other environmental concepts. If the
concept looses its original meaning, it risks becoming used as a label to denote sustainability
and certify environmental thinking and actions; actions that might not really be in line with the
Ecocity concept. As discussed in section 6.4.1, characteristics of many initiatives lay far from
those of the original Ecocity concept. These separated definitions ensure that initiatives labelled
as “Ecocity projects” are ambitious and true to the original concept.
Third, the new definition removes the problem of cities having individual prerequisites affecting
the characteristic of the initiative. As long as the initiative is putting effort into improving several
aspects of the city, the initiative is labelled as en Ecocity project.
Fourth, it presents a new way of certifying urban sustainability initiatives as Ecocities. This report
introduces a system for labelling and evaluating Ecocity initiatives. For this, see next section.

6.5 Evaluating the Ecocity
When presented with the task of evaluating the Ecocity, it is a natural desire to measure it in
numbers. But measuring such a complex system as a city quantitatively, with all its subsystems
and the interconnection between these, becomes a very difficult task. But although it would be
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very difficult, a quantitative study would is possible to conduct. The measurement of energy
consumption of a city can be done, but would take a lot of work. However, there are other factors
that are harder to measure. Social factors, such as well-being and happiness, are factors that
aren’t as easily quantifiable, and therefore, it proves very complex to measure all dimensions the
Ecocity in numbers.
Furthermore, as each Ecocity initiative has its own preconditions and its own goals, there is no
shared goal expressed in numbers or figures between the initiatives, such as reduction of
emissions, energy consumptions, making a numerical comparison between Ecocity initiatives
pointless.
Ways of quantitatively measure a city’s environmental performance has been introduced in the
literature study, as are the difficulties of quantitative studies, and this report will not elaborate on
this further. Instead, this report focus on the problem of telling immediate traits of an Ecocity
initiative, and evaluating what makes the initiative eligible to be labelled an Ecocity project. There
needs to be ways to quickly assess an Ecocity initiative’s characteristics, even though cities and
initiatives are all different. Therefore report discusses the idea of a system of certification for the
Ecocity initiative, presented in the next section.

6.5.1 System of certification
This report introduces a new way of certifying Ecocity initiatives. The background to this new
system is the different usage of the term Ecocity. Several initiatives worldwide are labelled as
Ecocities despite haltered improvements and low efforts. Others are more ambitious, but none of
the studied initiatives are real Ecocities. Furthermore, if any urban environmental initiative is
allowed to label itself as an Ecocity, aspiration to improve further might be impeded. As this
report has shown, several Ecocity initiatives are not putting effort into more than a couple of the
eleven different aspects or areas of the city. Clearly, there should be some way of telling an
ambitious initiative from one that has nothing to do with the Ecocity concept. To not seek
constant improvement to become an Ecocity, or to not improve in several subsystems of the city
should be recognised. The same way, initiatives that are ambitious and broad should be credited.
Today, there is no easy way to tell what Ecocity initiative actually is ambitious and successful, and
which are not.
The new certification system allows these traits to be recognised. Every Ecocity initiative should
be examined and judged considering the following criteria:
•

Broad efforts across several city subsystems
How many aspects of the city is the initiative acknowledging in its plans?

•

M odern technology and innovation
What technology and innovations is the initiative implementing?

The first criterion assesses the broadness of the ambition, diversifying initiatives improving only a
few of the areas and aspects of the urban development from those that improve all or many of
them. The second criterion assesses the modernity if the initiative. The implemented technology
in an Ecocity initiative commenced in the 1990’s would be obsolete compared with the
technology implemented in a more recent Ecocity initiative, and this is recognised through the
second criterion. To not implement the latest technology, for example smart grid, today is also
recognised through criterion two.
From these two criterions every Ecocity initiative will receive a grade, certifying the ambition of
the initiative. The grade is scaled from one to five, and the higher the grade, the higher are the
ambitious of the initiative. To improve the grade, an initiative must increase the broadness of the
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improvements or modernise itself. An Ecocity initiative is not “done” until it has reached the
criteria of the Ecocity. Without improvement, this system of certification will indicate a stagnant
initiative and lower the grade of the initiative.
This type of quick assessment might seem simplistic, but it offers an easy way of assessing the
Ecocity initiative, and it is this reports opinion that it should be easy to quickly tell one initiative
from another. There are today no existing global organs or organisations that handle the
evaluation of Ecocity initiatives, which has led to an confusion regarding the meaning of the term.
As long as no such organisation exist, there has to be easy ways of categorising the existing
initiatives. Not having to examine each individual initiative in detail, a process that is both time
consuming and complex, this system of certifying initiatives offers an easy way of assessing
them. This system forces the Ecocity initiatives to constant improvement, which takes it form in
more regulations, modern technology and behavioural changes.
This system of certification is not introduced to replace any existing evaluation tools for Ecocity
initiatives. Instead, it is meant to function as a compliment to other, more complex evaluation
tools, such as the ones presented in the literature study of this report. While the evaluation of the
city is complex and time-consuming, the system of certification provides a quick assessment of
the characteristics of the initiative.
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7 Model
The following chapter present the structure of the model of the Eco-District in Stockholm;
limitations set, assumptions made, parameters used and scenarios modelled.
Today, climate change poses a great threat to the environment and to mankind. To mitigate the
effects, emissions of CO2 and other greenhouse gases must decrease. A business-as-usual
scenario will lead to catastrophic events, and actions need to be taken. In the literature study,
the role of the city in the mitigation of climate change is clearly stated. As urbanisation increases
and a great majority of people will live in cities in the future, the city has a key role in decreasing
the environmental impact of human activities. Therefore it becomes important to identify where
decreases of environmental impact can be found in the city. Greenhouse gases are emitted from
electricity production, heating and transportation, and actions must be taken regarding all three
areas.
This model will analyse a fictive Ecocity project in Stockholm. It will model improvements in the
five most commonly improved areas and aspects in Ecocity initiatives, in order to analyse what
possible decreases of CO2 are possible. These five areas and aspects are identified through the
survey presented in chapter five and six, and these are the waste and water system, transports,
the built environment and renewable energy. The reason for only examining the CO2 emissions
and no other aspect of the environmental impact of the Eco-District is because of its direct
relation to the human impact on climate change. Also, while environmental damages are local,
the impacts of CO2 are global. Several scenarios of improvements will be modelled and
comparison between the potential CO2e reductions from them will be made. This will lead to
insights into which of the five analysed areas the greatest improvements can be achieved.
The district will have 5 000 inhabitants and consist only of apartment building. The total area of
the district according to statistics of persons per square metre is approximately 2,1 km2 (SCB
2012). Statistics of Stockholm will be used as the district is meant to replicate a real district of
Stockholm.
The choice of modelling a fictive area in Stockholm is based on two factors. First, Stockholm is a
natural choice as it is the capital and largest urban development in Sweden, and Ecocity
initiatives have and are being built in the city. Second, there are many in-depth surveys
conducted and great access to statistics on the Stockholm area concerning the different aspects
the model will analyse.

7.1 Limitations
7.1.1 Geographic and district area structure
Analysing an Eco-District of only 5 000 inhabitant and with an area of only 2,1 km2 is in itself a
great limitation. A city is a much larger system, and by modelling the subsystems in such a small
part of the city brings many limitations as to the synergy effects that exists today and that could
be established in a bigger Eco-District. Only modelling five of the total eleven aspects and areas
of the city brings further limit to what synergy effects might be achieved. For an example,
implementing smart grids or working with changing citizen behaviour would bring
interconnections between the chosen subsystems.
Also, only modelling a small area of the city brings limitation to what is possible to measure. For
example, the water treatment system in Stockholm is implemented not only in the city itself but is
also connected to neighbouring municipals, connecting several hundreds of thousands
households. The same applies for the waste system. Modelling potential improvements in these
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systems is therefore not limited to the Eco-District, and the purpose of the model is lost.
Therefore, this model attempts to model only aspects of these two systems that are directly
linked to the activities in the Eco-District.
Limits are set concerning the structure of the fictive Eco-District. The district will only incorporate
apartment blocks, and only apartments allocated for households will be modelled. In reality,
there could be apartments used for offices and stores, but these are excluded from the model,
as offices or stores are different from household apartments concerning such factors as energy
consumptions and waste production. Also excluded are streetlights, as the electricity
consumption from them is relatively small compared to the consumption in apartment houses,
and included it would make the model too complex for this report.
Furthermore, there are certain figures used in the model that are based on only the Stockholm
city area, and some on the Stockholm County. In reality, there are many differences between
these two levels of geographic scope. An example is the structure of apartment buildings in the
city compared with buildings in the whole county. Buildings inside the city tend to be older and
less energy efficient than newer buildings: this report is limited to not take such differences into
account, and use certain statistics that are based on the county as a whole. This is motivated by
the fact that all statistics needed to model an Eco-District based only on the city of Stockholm
does not exist, and without making assumptions or using other statistics the model would not be
possible to build.

7.1.2 Economic
This report does not take economic factors into account in the modelling of the Eco-District, and
therefore no insights into the costs of improvements are provided. This is motivated the fact that
the Ecocity concept is primarily concerned with the economic aspect of the city as much as the
environmental aspect. The Ecocity is an environmental concept, and the model will analyse how
a district in the Stockholm area would perform from that perspective.

7.1.3 Limitation of transports
In a real Ecocity in Stockholm there would exist commute transportations. Metro and buses
would be a natural part of the transport system. This model does however exclude these types of
transports, and only includes the privately owned cars of the inhabitants. This is motivated by the
fact that the commute transport systems are applied in a much larger scale than only in the EcoDistrict, whose area is only 2,1 km2. Also, the model does not include changes in the inhabitants’
behaviour that would lead to an increased usage of commute transport systems or the usage of
bicycles and walking. Therefore, only private transportation by cars is modelled.

7.1.4 Water system modelling
This report will not model the water system of Eco-District. This is due to the size and complexity
of the water treatment system. As some municipals import water and some export wastewater,
the amount of produced water does not correlate with the amount of collected wastewater. To
create figures on the sludge production per person is therefore not possible with the available
data. To measure other aspects of the water system, as the consumption of water per person
and what potential effects a reduction of water consumption would result in would be part of the
behavioural aspect of the Eco-District. Other possible aspects to examine, such as measuring the
environmental impact of the anaerobic digestion or the use of sludge as fertilisation, require
studies of individual treatment facilities, which are too complex for this model, and are therefore
excluded.
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7.2 Assumptions
7.2.1 Public statistics are applicable
The individual statistics of energy usage, waste production, car ownership and every other
parameter in the model are not the same for every household, and the statistics are by nature
not completely accurate. Every apartment building has its own energy data, its own number of
inhabitants et cetera. When looking at an isolated district of 5 000 people the statistics are
therefore not completely accurate. Assumptions are therefore made that the 5 000 people and
the structures of the Eco-District follow the statistical data that are based on the Stockholm area
provided by official institutions. This assumption is motivated by the fact that the official statistics
are reliable and that the purpose of the model is to give an idea of the general improvements
from the Ecocity implementation and not on a specific area or set of apartment buildings in
Stockholm.

7.2.2 Regional statistics are applicable
Some statistics does not exist for the Stockholm city region, but instead for the whole Stockholm
County or Sweden as a whole. Statistics concerning the CO2 emission per generated kWh
electricity is for example not identified by region but by the Swedish country as a whole. This
report assumes these statistics are not more than marginally different from statistics concerning
only the city of Stockholm, and their impact is therefore negligible.

7.2.3 Heat production
Assumption is made that Fortum Värme provides the heat to the Eco-District, and parameters
concerning heat production is based exclusively on statistics from Fortum Värme. This
assumption is motivated by the fact that Fortum Värme is the largest supplier of district heat in
Stockholm.

7.2.4 Biogas for transports
To model the decrease of CO2 emissions that will come from an increased biogas production, an
assumption is made that the biogas is used as transport fuel in biogas cars. This makes it
possible to model the reduction of CO2 using figures of emissions from existing biogas cars. The
same figures will be used in modelling the current emissions of transports in the transport
section.

7.2.5 Fuel consumption in cars
Fuel consumption varies depending on many factors such as car model, speed, the manner of
driving and traffic situations. But assumptions are made that these variations can be ignored for
the purpose of this model. The only consumption parameter varied in the sensitivity analysis is
the electricity consumption of electric cars. The impact of the variance in this parameter will be
analysed further together with the impact of the amount of CO2 emissions from the electricity
generation.
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7.3 Model of calculation
The model of calculation consists of two parts. The first is the calculation of the present situation,
based on statistics and assumption of the setting today. The calculations will result in data of the
amount of CO2 that the different systems emit today. Their validity will be tested in the sensitivity
analysis.
The second part of the model of calculation is the situation that would follow improvements in
the different systems. These results will illustrate the potential benefits of the improvements, and
by creating different scenarios, a comparison of the potential gain can be analysed to identify
which improvements would result in the greatest reduction of CO2 emissions.

7.3.1 Transport
The current amount of CO2 emissions from private transports in the Eco-District is calculated
through determining the amount of cars and types of cars for in the Eco-District. Types and
proportion of cars are taken from official statistics and include diesel and gasoline cars, gas
vehicles, ethanol cars, electric hybrid cars and electric cars. Equations 1 and 2 give the CO2
emissions from every type of car. Equation 3 gives the total CO2 emissions per year in the EcoDistrict. The constant 5 000 used In equation 1 is the 5 000 inhabitants of the Eco-District.
𝑁!"! = 5000 ∗ 𝑝

(Equation 1)

𝑁! = 𝑁!"! ∗ 𝑐!           

(Equation 2)

𝐶𝑂!,!"! =

(Equation 3)

( 𝑁! ∗ 𝑥! ∗ 𝐶𝑂!,! ) ∗ 𝑚

Where
𝑁!"!
𝑁!
𝑝
𝑐!
𝐶𝑂!,!"!
𝐶𝑂!,!
𝑥!
𝑚

(%)
(kg/year)
(kg/litre, kg/kWh)
(litre/mile, kWh/mile)
(miles/year)

Total number of cars
Number of cars per type i
Cars per persons
Proportion of car type i
Total CO2 emissions
CO2 emissions per car type i
Consumption per car type i
Amount of miles per year per car

The total CO2 emissions from the car fleet are the calculated as the sum of the CO2 emissions
from each car type. This figure is then to be compared with the CO2 emissions from a car fleet
consisting only of electric hybrid cars and one consisting only of electric cars. These figures are
calculated through changing the consumption and CO2 emissions to those of the electricity and
electric hybrid cars. This is calculated using equation 4.
𝐶𝑂!,!"! = 𝑁!"! ∗ 𝑥! ∗ 𝐶𝑂!,! ∗ 𝑚

(Equation 4)

The parameters concerning the transportations are based on statistics
presented in both official institutions and other organisations. Table X show the figures used.
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Ta ble X Parameters used for the calculation of yearly distances per
car type in Eco-District.
Car distribution and distance per year
Unit
Figure
Quantity
Source
Year
Cars per 1000 people
number
359
SCB
2010a
Distance per car
10 km/year
1304
SCB
2011a
Distribution of cars
Trafikanalys
2012
Gasoline %, number
32.79%
589
Diesel %, number
55.71%
1000
Ethanol %, number
7.45%
134
Electric hybrid %, number
1.60%
29
Gas %, number
2.40%
43
Electric %, number
0.05%
1
Total amount of cars
1796
SCB = Statistiska Centralbyrån

Table XI present the parameters used to calculate the yearly CO2 emissions from the cars in the
Eco-District. Figures on consumption of gasoline and diesel in Stockholm were gathered from
official institutions, while the other figures were collected from trade associations.
Ta ble X I Parameters used for the calculation of yearly CO2
emissions per car type in Eco-District Stockholm.
Fuel Consumption and carbon dioxide emissions
Unit
Figure
Source
Fuel Consumption
Gasoline
litres/10km
Diesel
litres/10km
Electric
kWh/10km
CO 2 emissions
Gasoline
kgCO2 e/litre
Diesel
kgCO2 e/litre
Ethanol kgCO2 e/10km
Electric hybrid kgCO2 e/10km
Gas kgCO2 e/10km
Electric kgCO2 e/kWh

0.85 SCB
0.69 SCB
1,5-2,5 NEP
2.24
2.48
0.96
0.95
1.3
0.02

Konsumentverket
Konsumentverket
Trafikverket
Miljöfordon
Miljöfordon
Svensk Energi

Year
2011b
2011b
2010
2011
2011
2012
2013
2013
2010

SCB = Statistiska Centralbyrån, NEP = Nordic Energy Perspective

7.3.2 Built environment
The amount of CO2 emissions from apartment buildings in the Eco-District Stockholm is
calculated through determining the total amount of apartments, their total area and the energy
consumption per square meter.
First, a calculation regarding the number of apartments in the Eco-District is made. The total area
of the apartments is taken from the average sizes of apartments with one to six or more
bedrooms and the proportion of these apartment sizes. From the area and number of
apartments, CO2 emissions from household electricity, property electricity and heat and water is
calculated. Lastly, to get the total CO2 emissions, the emissions from the three areas are
summed up.
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𝑛! =

!

(Equation 5)

∈

𝑛! ∗    𝐴! ∗ 𝑛! =    𝐴!,!"!

(Equation 6)

𝐴!"! =   

(Equation 7)

𝐴!,!"!

𝐶𝑂!,!"!,!" =    𝐶𝑂!,! ∗ 𝐴!"! ∗    𝑃𝐸!"#

(Equation 8)

𝐶𝑂!,!"!,!" =    𝐶𝑂!,! ∗ (𝐴!"! ∗    𝐻𝐸!"# + 𝑛! ∗ 𝐻𝐸!"!#$%&'$ )

(Equation 9)

𝐶𝑂!,!"!,!"#$  &  !"#$% =    𝐶𝑂!,!" ∗ 𝐴!"! ∗    𝐻𝑊!"#

(Equation 10)

𝐶𝑂!,!"! =    𝐶𝑂!,!"!,!"#$  &  !"#$% +    𝐶𝑂!,!"!,!" +    𝐶𝑂!,!"!,!"

(Equation 11)

Where
P
∈
𝑛!
𝑛!
𝐴!
𝐴!,!"!

(%)
(m2)
(m2)

𝐴!"!
𝑃𝐸!"#
𝐻𝐸!"#
𝐻𝐸!"!#$%&'$
𝐻𝑊!"#
𝐶𝑂!,!
𝐶𝑂!,!"
𝐶𝑂!,!"!,!"
𝐶𝑂!,!"!,!"
𝐶𝑂!,!"!,!"#$  &  !"#!"
𝐶𝑂!,!"!

(m2)
(kWh/m2)
(kWh/m2)
(kWh/apartment)
(kWh/m2)
(tonnes/kWh)
(tonnes/kWh)
(tonnes)
(tonnes)
(tonnes)
(tonnes)

Amount of inhabitants
Amount of inhabitants per apartments
Amount of apartment
Proportion of apartments of size i
Number of square meters per apartment size i
Total number of square meters for apartments
of size i
Total number of square meters
Property electricity per square meter
Household electricity per square meter
Household electricity per apartment
Heating for heat & water per square meter
Amount of CO2 per kWh electricity
Amount of CO2 per kWh district heating
CO2 emissions from property electricity
CO2 emissions from household electricity
CO2 emissions from heat & water
Total CO2 emissions

The parameters are based on statistics provided by both official institutions and other
organisations. Table XII presents the parameters of emissions from electricity and district
heating.
Ta ble X II Parameters used for the calculation of yearly CO2
emissions from apartment buildings in Eco-District Stockholm.
Area
Electricity

CO 2 e emissions from electricity and district heating
Unit
Figure
Source

Year

Sweden CO 2 e/kWh (kg)
Nordic CO 2 e/kWh (kg)
Europe CO 2 e/kWh (kg)

0.020 Svensk Energi
0.100 Svensk Energi
0.415 Svensk Energi

2010
2010
2010

District heating
Stockholm CO 2 e/kWh (kg)

0.079 Fortum Värme

2011
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Table XIII show the parameters used when calculating the total number of apartments and the
total number of square meters for the Eco-District.
Ta ble X III Parameters used for the calculation of total number of
apartments and the total number of square meters in the Eco-District.
Apartment buildings in Stockholm
Unit
Figure Source
Density
Average inhabitants per apartment
Apartment sizes by category
One bedroom
Two bedroom
Three bedroom
Four bedroom
Five bedroom
Six bedrooms and above
Proportions of different apartments
One bedroom
Two bedroom
Three bedroom
Four bedroom
Five bedroom
Six or more bedrooms

Year

1.93 SCB/Sweco

2011

m2
m2
m2
m2
m2
m2

39
59
80
107
133
183

SCB
SCB
SCB
SCB
SCB
SCB

2008
2008
2008
2008
2008
2008

%
%
%
%
%
%

21.9
31.9
24.5
12.7
5.8
3.2

Stockholms stad/Sweco
Stockholms stad/Sweco
Stockholms stad/Sweco
Stockholms stad/Sweco
Stockholms stad/Sweco
Stockholms stad/Sweco

2013
2013
2013
2013
2013
2013

Table XIV presents the parameters used when calculating the yearly consumption of energy in the
apartment buildings.
Tab le X IV Parameters used for the calculation of yearly energy
consumption from apartment buildings measured in kWh.
Consumption of electricity and district heating in apartment buildings
Unit
Figure
Source
Year
Today's buildings
Property electricity kWh/m 2
22 Bröms & Wahlström
2008
kWh/m 2
22 Boverket
2003
Household electricity
kWh/ apartment
2200
Heat and hot water kWh/m 2
168 Boverket
2006
Buildings with passive
house standard
Heat, Hot Water, Property kWh/m 2
55 FEBY
2007
Retrofit: Brogården
Heat and Hot Water kWh/m 2
37 Alingsåshem
2011
Property Electricity kWh/m 2
11 Alingsåshem
2011
Household electricity kWh/m 2
28 Alingsåshem
2011
FEBY = Fortum för energieffektiva byggnader

7.3.3 Waste management
The purpose of the modelling of the waste system is to measure what improvements could be
possible if a higher proportion of the organic waste from the households in Eco-District
Stockholm would be sorted and collected for production of biogas. A comparison will be done
between the decreased CO2 emissions from biogas used in transports versus the possible
increase in CO2 emissions from heat generation as the organic waste is substituted by other heat
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sources. This is done using statistics of waste generation and energy generation from burning
waste and biogas.
To be able to increase the amount of organic waste used for biogas the waste sorting process
would have to be improved. Changing the inhabitants’ behaviour could do this, as the waste
sorting is done in the households. This is not defined as improving waste management, but
rather it lies within the area of civic empowerment. Therefore, the sorting would have to be
conducted in another stage of the waste management. How this could be solved this report will
not analyse further, and instead focus on what effects would come from it. The constant 0,97 in
equation 12 is the proportion of methane required in biogas (97 percent).
𝐵=𝑤∗

𝐶𝐻!       
                  
0,97

(Equation 12)

𝐸!"! = 𝐵 ∗ 𝐸!

(Equation 13)

!!"!

(Equation 14)

𝐺=

!!

𝐺 ∗ 𝐶𝑂!,! = 𝐶𝑂!,!"!

(Equation 15)

Where
𝐵
𝑤
𝐶𝐻!
𝐺
𝐸!"!
𝐸!
𝐸!
𝐶𝑂!,!
𝐶𝑂!,!"!

(m3)
(tonnes)
(m3/tonnes)
(m3)
(kWh)
(kWh/m3)
(kWh/m3)
(tonnes/m3)
(tonnes)

Amount of biogas
Amount of organic waste
Methane gas per ton organic waste
Amount of gasoline
Amount of energy
Amount if energy in biogas
Amount of energy in gasoline
Amount of CO2 in gasoline
Amount of total CO2

Equation 12 gives the total amount of biogas (97 percent methane) that can be produced from
the total amount of unsorted organic waste generated in the Eco-District during one year.
Equation 13 gives the total amount of energy the biogas contains. Equation 14 converts this
amount of energy to the amount of gasoline it would take to get the same amount of energy.
Equation 15 gives the total amount of CO2 contained in the gasoline, providing a figure of how
much CO2 emissions are reduced when biogas replace gasoline in private transports.
To compare the amount of reduced CO2 emissions from the usage of biogas in private transports,
the amount of CO2 emissions from substituting heat generation must be calculated. Three
scenarios are modelled, one where the organic waste is replaced by oil, one where it is replaced
by natural gas and one where it is replaced by the same heat mix as today. Each of these three
possible substitutes offers different amount of CO2 emissions from them.
                
𝐸!"! = 𝑤 ∗ 𝐸!

(Equation 16)

𝐸!"!
𝐸!

(Equation 17)

𝑂=
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𝑁𝐺 =

!!"!

(Equation 18)

!!"

𝑂 ∗ 𝐶𝑂!,! = 𝐶𝑂!,!"!,!

(Equation 19)

𝑁𝐺 ∗ 𝐶𝑂!,!" = 𝐶𝑂!,!"!,!"

(Equation 20)
(Equation 21)

𝐸!"! ∗ 𝐶𝑂!,!"#$% = 𝐶𝑂!,!"!,!"#$%
Where:
𝑤
𝐸!"!
𝐸!

(tonnes)
(kWh)
(kWh/tonnes)

𝐸!
𝐸!"
𝑂
𝑁𝐺
𝐶𝑂!,!
𝐶𝑂!,!"
𝐶𝑂!,!"#$%   
𝐶𝑂!,!"!,!"#$%

(kWh/kg)
(kWh/m3)
(kg)
(m3)
(kgCO2/kg)
(kg/m3)
(kg/kWh)
(kg)

Amount of organic waste
Amount of energy
Amount if energy in organic waste
when burnt
Amount of energy in oil
Amount of energy in natural gas
Amount of oil
Amount of natural gas
Amount of CO2 in oil
Amount of CO2 in natural gas
Amount of CO2 from todays heat mix
Amount of total CO2

Ta ble X V Parameters used for the calculation of the EcoDistrict’s waste system
Parameters for waste calculations
Unit
Figure
Source
Year
Unsorted organic waste
Stockholms Stad,
per person
kg
112,6
Trafikkontoret 2011 2012
Methane per tonne
organic waste
m3 /tonnes
125
Linné et al
2008
Biogas (97%)
Gasoline
Diesel

Energy containment
kWh/m 3
9,67
kWh/litre
9,06

Linné et al
Biogasportalen

2008
2011

kWh/litre

Biogasportalen

2011

Konsumentverket
Konsumentverket
EIA,
Naturvårdsverket
EIA,
Naturvårdsverket

2011
2011
2013
2006
2013
2006

9,8

CO 2 emission
Gasoline kgCO2 e/litre
2,24
Diesel kgCO2 e/litre
2,48
Heating oil kgCO2 e/kWh

0,2585*

Natural gas kgCO2 e/kWh

0,192*

* Average of values from sources, see table II

Table XV present the parameters used in the modelling of the Eco-District’s waste system.
Parameters concerning the CO2 energy ratio of heating oil and natural gas vary depending on
source, and the figure used in an average value. A sensitivity analysis will be conducted to
measure the impact of the parameters on the results.
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7.3.4 Renewable energy
This part of the model will analyse how the different energy usages in the Eco-District correlate to
the total amount of CO2 emissions. Summarising the total CO2 emissions from the built
environment and transport creates the figure and the calculation is therefore simple.
𝐶𝑂!,!"! =

𝐶𝑂!,!"!,!

(Equation 22)

Where
𝐶𝑂!,!"!,!
𝐶𝑂!,!"!

(tonnes)
(tonnes)

Total CO2 emissions per usage area i
Total CO2 emissions in the Eco-District

7.4 Scenario modelling
The model will include scenarios for the systems. The scenarios will analyse how improvements
in each area affects the CO2 emissions. For transport different car fleets will be modelled, for the
built environment passive house standards will be modelled, for the waste management
increased amounts of organic waste used for biogas production will be modelled and for
renewable energy, possible reductions of energy demand or consumption will be analysed.

7.4.1 Transport
The modelling of the transport system will include two scenarios of possible improvements; one
where the car fleet consists of a 100 percent electric hybrid cars and one where it consists of a
100 percent electric cars. Variations of the number of cars or the distance covered per car in the
Eco-neighbourhood are not conducted, as these measures would be altering the behaviour of the
inhabitants, a measure that would model changes of civic empowerment, which this model, once
again, is not intended to do.

7.4.2 Built environment
The modelling will include three scenarios that will be compared and analysed. First, a baseline
calculation of an average apartment building district in Stockholm, second a district where all
apartment buildings meets the guidelines of a passive house and third, a scenario were houses
are retrofitted into energy efficient buildings based on the case Brogården mentioned in the
literature study. The results will show what positive effects can be seen from an implementation
of passive houses or retrofitting apartment buildings as in Brogården.

7.4.3 Waste management
The model will analyse how different proportions of organic waste used for biogas production will
affect the total CO2 emissions from heat generation and transport. As more biogas is produced,
more fossil fuels can be replaced in transports. The reduction of CO2 in transport is calculated
based on figures of emissions from gasoline.
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But as more organic waste is used for biogas production, more heat has to be generated from
other sources. Therefore, two scenarios will be modelled where the waste used for biogas is
either replaced by heating oil or natural gas.

7.4.4 Renewable energy
For renewable energy, three scenarios are modelled where 5, 10 and 15 percent of the energy
consumption in the three areas transports, heating and electricity are reduces. The potential CO2
emission reductions from each area are then compared. The decreased consumption could be a
result of more renewable energy sources implemented into the energy system or more efficient
usage is achieved.
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8. Results and sensitivity of the model
8.1 Results
The goal of the modelling of the fictive Eco-District in Stockholm was to identify what potential
reductions of CO2 emissions are possible through improvements in the five most common
aspects and areas that the Ecocity initiatives are operation within. However as mentioned earlier,
the water system has been excluded because of the complexity of modelling such a large system
in such a small district as the Eco-District Stockholm. In the following sections the results of the
modelling of the four areas are presented, transports, built environment, waste management and
renewable energy.

8.1.1 Transport
CO2 emissions from car usage
Eco-District Stockholm, 1796 cars
4500

4147

4000

CO2 / year (tonnes)

3500
3000
2224

2500
2000
1500
1000
500

94

0
Today's car fleet

100 % Electric hybrid cars

100% Electric cars

Figu re 2 4 The yearly amount of CO2 emissions from different car fleet

distributions.

Figure 24 shows the yearly amount of CO2 emissions from todays car fleet and from two
hypothetical car fleets, one with only electric hybrid cars and one with only electric cars. The
amount of CO2 emissions is the sum of the CO2 emissions from the 1796 existing cars in the
neighbourhood. Figure 24 illustrates the potential reduction of CO2 emissions from car transports
in Eco-District Stockholm. A car fleet of only hybrid electric cars would decrease the CO2
emissions by approximately 46 percent of today’s emissions. A car fleet consisting solely of
electric cars would decrease the same figure by approximately 97 percent. As electric cars run on
electricity, demand for electricity increase as more electric cars are used. If every car in the EcoDistrict would run solely on electricity, yearly demand would go up by 4,68 GWh, which in turn
would result with a total of 94 tonnes of CO2 emissions if the electricity mix remains the same as
today, with emissions of 20 gram CO2 per kWh. If the electricity mix would consist of a 100
percent renewable energy, this figure would be zero annual CO2 emissions.

8.1.2 Built environment
Figure 25 shows the proportion of CO2 emissions from the built environment in the Eco-District.
2547 tonnes are emitted annually from heat generation, which amounts for 90 percent of the
total emissions. 188 tonnes are emitted from household electricity and 84 tonnes are emitted
from the consumption of property electricity, which amounts for three percent of.
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Proportion of CO2 emissions from built environment
Totally 2819 tonnes per year
3%

7%

Property electricity - 84 tonnes
Household electricity - 188 tonnes
Heat & water - 2547 tonnes
90%

Figu re 2 5 The yearly emission of CO2 from today’s apartment
buildings distributed by area of usage
Figure 26 shows the yearly amount of CO2 emissions from apartment buildings in Eco-District
Stockholm. The left column show CO2 emissions from today’s apartment buildings, the middle
show emissions if all apartments followed passive houses standards and the right column is
based on figures from the case of Brogården, a set of 16 apartment building renovated into
passive houses in Alingsås, Sweden (see literature study).

Figu re 2 6 The yearly emission of CO2 from today’s apartment
buildings compared with passive house standards and case Brogården
If the Eco-District consisted of a mix of the apartment buildings already built in Stockholm, it
would release 2 819 tonnes of CO2 annually from consumption of electricity and district heating.
If it instead consisted of passive houses built according to the building standard (under 55 kWh
per m2 for heating, warm water and property electricity) it would release 897 tonnes of CO2. This
is a decrease of 68 percent. But if they instead would have the same consumption as the
renovation of “miljonprogrammet”-buildings in Brogården, it would release 711 tones of CO2, a
decrease of 75 percent.
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8.1.3 Waste management
Figure 27 shows the reduced CO2 emissions today as 100 percent of the unsorted organic waste
from households is used for heat production, and the potential reduction of CO2 emissions in four
different scenarios where 25, 50, 75 or 100 percent of the organic household waste is used for
biogas production. From the 5 000 households in Eco-District Stockholm the total CO2 emissions
from the burning of organic waste today sums up to 88 tons of CO2 annually. Figure 25 show that
as a higher proportion of organic waste is used fro biogas production, the gains in net-CO2
emissions increases.
Reduction of CO2

CO2/year (tonnes)

Reduction of CO2 from different proportion of waste used for biogas production
200
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Organic waste to biogas
Reduction of CO2 from use of biogas in transports

Reduction of CO2 from burning of waste

Figu re 2 7 The yearly amount of reduced CO2 emissions from different
amounts of organic waste used for biogas production.
The reduction of CO2 from the burning of waste, illustrated by the darker column, is based on the
assumption that the heat sources the waste replaces emits 0,087 grams of CO2 per kWh heat,
just as the district heating in Stockholm does today. In this case, figure 27 show that it is
beneficial to use organic waste for biogas. However, this is only as long as the generation of heat
is not emitting more CO2 than reduced by the biogas usage in transports. Figure 26 analyse the
benefit of biogas when the waste is substituted by either natural gas (0,192 kgCO2e/kWh) or
heating oil (0,2585 kgCO2e/kWh).
Reduction of CO2 versus added CO2 from substitutes

Reduction of CO2 from waste-to-biogas compared with the CO2 emissions from
substituting heat sources
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300
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Figu re 2 8 The yearly reduction of CO2 emissions from biogas in
transport compared with increase of CO2 emissions from different
substituting sources off heat generation.
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Figure 28 shows how the reduction of CO2 emissions from biogas compares with CO2 emissions
from possible substituting heat sources. The figure show that depending on what substituting
source of heat generation is used, biogas production proves to vary in total net-CO2 emission
benefit. If the removed heat from the burning of organic waste is substituted with the same heat
mix as exist in Stockholm today, the more biogas produced the less emissions (as shown in
figure 25). However, if instead natural gas is used to produce the substituting heat, the net CO2
emissions are increased instead of decreased when 75 percent of the organic waste is for biogas
production and 25 percent for heat generation. If oil is used for the substituting heat, the net CO2
emissions are increased when around 30-45 percent of organic waste is used for biogas
production.
Figure 28 shows how the subsystems in a city affect each other, and how optimizing one system
might affect the greater system negatively. In the case of Eco-District Stockholm, using the
organic waste from the 5 000 inhabitants for biogas production would probably be positive, as
the number of inhabitants are so small and their reduced contribution of waste for burning would
probably not affect the heat mix is a notable way. However, figure 26 shows that there are
scenarios where the burning of organic waste proves more useful from a CO2 emissions
perspective than biogas productions.

8.1.4 Renewable energy
In the Eco-District, energy is used in three sectors: heat, fuels and electricity. The previous
sections provide figures on the CO2 emissions from the different subsystems where energy is
used. Comparing the CO2 emissions from each sector show how each of them contributes to the
total amount of annual CO2 emissions from the Eco-District.
Proportion of CO2 emissions by energy usage
5%

1% 3%
Property electricity - 84 tonnes

Household electricity - 188
tonnes
37%
Heat and water - 2547 tonnes

54%

Diesel and gasoline based
transport - 3796 tonnes
Green transport - 351 tonnes

Figu re 2 9 The yearly amount of CO2 emissions from different
energy usages
Figure 29 shows the division of annual CO2 emissions from different energy usage areas in EcoDistrict Stockholm. The total amount of CO2 emitted is 6966 tonnes annually. The area of usage
with the greatest amounts of CO2 emissions (54 percent) is fossil fuelled transportation. 37
percent of the total CO2 emissions come from heating water and living spaces. Compared with
these usage areas, the amount of CO2 emissions from electricity usage is low. Only 4 percent of
all CO2 emissions come from the use of electricity in the buildings three percent from household
electricity and one percent from property electricity. The amounts of CO2 emissions from green
transports (ethanol, hybrids, gas vehicles and electric cars) are greater than from electricity
usage. This is most likely due to the low rate of CO2 emissions from Swedish electricity
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production. Compared with for example European levels, the Swedish CO2 emissions from
electricity are as earlier stated low.
Scenarios - reduction of energy demand

Reduction of annual CO2 emissions in tonnes if heat, electricity or fuel demand
is lowered
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Figu re 3 0 The yearly reduction of CO2 emissions in tonnes
from scenarios of different reductions of energy demand
Figure 30 shows the results of the scenario analysis. Three scenarios of demand reduction in the
different sectors of energy usage have been modelled: a reduction of 5 percent, 10 percent and
15 percent. As the figure show, the potential reduction of CO2 emissions from decreased demand
of electricity makes almost no difference in larger perspective. Decreasing electricity demand by
15 percent reduces the annual amount of CO2 emissions by 39 tonnes, while the same reduction
in fuels for transports reduces the annual amount by 619 tonnes, a figure almost 16 times
higher. The same applies to heating; a 15-percentage reduction in demand of heat leads to eight
times greater reduction than electricity. Clearly, it would be more beneficial from a CO2
perspective to make improvements regarding transportation or heating rather than electricity in
the Eco-District. This conclusion can to certain extent be drawn for the whole of Stockholm, as
the model is based mostly on parameters from studies of the Stockholm area. The low figures of
CO2 emissions from electricity production in Sweden leads to low possible decreases of CO2
emissions compared to other areas of energy usages. To analyse this further, a sensitivity
analysis of the impact of increased consumption of household and property electricity will be
conducted, in order to determine if the possible decreases remain low compared with the other
areas of emissions.

8.1.5 Overview of results
The results show that the greatest reductions of CO2 emissions can be achieved by decreasing
private transports run on fossil fuel. These transports amount for 54 percent of the annual CO2
emissions from the Eco-District. Heating of apartments and buildings amount for 37 percent of
the emissions. Electricity only amounts for four percent of the total CO2 emissions, a figure lower
than from green transports. Conclusions can be drawn that efforts of making electricity even
cleaner to reduce CO2 emissions in the Eco-District in Stockholm is almost useless compared to
making effort to improve the private transports or the heating system.
If the car fleet in the Eco-District consisted of only electric hybrid cars, annual CO2 emissions
would decrease by 1582 tonnes, or 22,5 percent. If instead only electric cars were used, the
reduction would be 3702 tonnes or 53 percent. This would be the single most effective
improvement to make in the Eco-District.
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The possible reductions from implementing passive house standards in the apartment buildings
would decrease yearly CO2 emissions by 1922 tonnes or around 27,5 percent of the total CO2
emissions from the Eco-District, if not even greater results are achieved as in the case of
Brogården.
Biogas proves useful as well, although to less extent compared to transport and heating. If
organic waste was sorted, 174 tonnes of CO2 emissions from transports could be avoided each
year. However, this benefit only applies as long as CO2 emissions from substituting heat sources
are kept lower than the reductions achieved by using the biogas in transports. If for example
natural gas or heating oil is used to replace the organic waste, the biogas production becomes
counterproductive at certain proportions.

8.2 Sensitivity analysis
Several of the parameters used are subjects of uncertainty as parameters from sources varies,
assumptions are made or data concerning Stockholm were sometimes non-existing, leading to
the use of parameters for Stockholm County or Sweden as a whole. Selected parameters have
therefore been analysed further in sensitivity analyses to assess their impact on the results.

8.2.1 Transport
The results presented in section 6.7.1 show that by having a car fleet of only electric cars, CO2
emissions car be reduced with more than 95 percent. But this is largely because of the relatively
clean electricity production in Sweden. Therefore, it becomes interesting to further examine CO2
emissions associated with the electricity production and the consumption of the electric cars,
and how this affects the total CO2 emissions from electric cars.
Yearly amount of CO2 emissions

depending on kWh consumption in electric cars and CO2 emission per
produced kWh
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Figu re 3 1 The yearly amount of CO2 emissions when varying kWh
consumption in electric cars and CO2 emissions per produced kWh of
electricity
Figure 31 show the yearly amount of CO2 emissions from electric cars in Eco-District Stockholm
when varying the consumption of electricity per Swedish mile and the CO2 emissions per
produced kWh electricity. The figure shows that a car fleet is more sensitive to variation in the
consumption of electricity per distance in an area with higher CO2 emissions per produced kWh
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electricity. The levels of 0,025, 0,1 and 0,415 kg CO2 per kWh are the Swedish, Nordic and
European levels. The conclusion is therefore that the sensitivity for variances in electricity
consumption in electric cars is greater in an area where the CO2 levels per produced kWh
electricity is higher, for example in an average European country, as the level of CO2 emissions in
absolute numbers increases faster with each increase in consumed kWh per distance. If the level
of CO2 emissions in the European electricity mix is used (0,415 kg CO2/kWh), driving with electric
cars at a consumption rate of 2,5 kWh per Swedish mile proves to produce more than 20 times
more CO2 compared with the Swedish electricity mix. Comparison of the European mix and a
consumption rate of 2,5 kWh per Swedish mile and the Swedish mix with a consumption of 1,5
kWh per Swedish mile results in 35 times more tons of CO2 per year. Clearly, both the
consumption rate and the electricity mix have great impact on the amount of CO2 emissions. As
the Swedish electricity is so clean, different level of electricity consumption in electric cars does
not affect the total CO2 emissions in any major way.

8.2.2 Built environment
As shown in the literature study, there are uncertainties concerning the energy consumption in
apartment buildings. Household electricity depends both on behaviour and season, and therefore
a variation of ± 30 percent from the average will be analysed, as this is a typical seasonal
variation. The property electricity depends on the characteristics and building standard of the
apartment building. The literature study mentions a variation of 5 to 55 kWh/m2. These are the
used minimum and maximum value for the analysis. The last parameter is the district heating
used for heating and warm water. This parameter also depends on building standard. According
to the same study that identified the average value of 168 kWh/m2, the top 10 percent had a
value of 119 kWh/m2 and the worst 10 percent had a value of 197 kWh/m2, and these are
examined in the sensitivity analysis. The results are presented in figure 32.
Sensitivity - CO2 emissions from apartment buildings

Emissions of CO2 from apartment buildings when household electricity, property electricity
and heat & water parameters are varied
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Figu re 3 2 The yearly amount of CO2 emissions when varying parameters of
energy consumption in apartment buildings
Figure 32 show the variation of CO2 emissions from energy used for household and property
electric and heating and water. The middle column shows the emissions in today’s apartment
buildings. The left column shows the result as the minimum value found in the literature was
applied, and the left column shows the emissions when the maximum value was applied. As
shown, the uncertainty of energy consumption by heat and water results in a greater span of
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emissions. If consumption is as low as 119 kWh/m2, the total emissions drop by 26 percent, and
if consumption is as high as 197 kWh/m2, the total emissions increase by 16 percent, which
means the minimum differ from the maximum by 42 percent. The same figure for household and
property electricity is four and six percent, a much lower difference.

8.2.3 Waste management
The quality of heating oil and natural gas vary, as energy content and carbon content are
different for different oils and gases. From the literature study, two values of CO2 equivalent per
kWh of each fuel have been identified, and from these an average value has been analysed.
Figure 33 illustrates how variations of carbon content in the fuels affect the breakpoint where
biogas production becomes counterproductive. The more carbon in the fuel the less beneficial
biogas becomes.
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Figu re 3 3 The effects on CO2 emissions from heating oil and natural gas if the carbon
contents in altered.

As shown, the different values of emissions from natural gas have a greater effect on the
uncertainty of the results. When applying the minimum value of 0,181 kgCO2e per kWh the
biogas production becomes counterproductive when around 60 percent of the organic waste is
used for biogas production. Applying the maximum value of 0,203 kgCO2e per kWh increases
that figure to around 75 percent. Subsequently, the variation of the identified carbon content in
natural gas leads to a fluctuation of 15 percent. The same variation in the identified carbon
content in heating oil leads to a lower fluctuation of around 5 %.
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8.2.4 Renewable energy
Figure 34 show the changed proportion of CO2 emissions when the consumption of household
and property electricity has been doubled. The total proportion of CO2 emissions coming from
these two usages has increased from four percent to seven percent. The figure shows how small
the impact of the electricity consumption is in the larger picture.
Sensitivity - CO2 emissions from electricity doubled
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Figu re 3 4 The proportion of CO2 emissions when doubling
the consumption of households and property electricity

8.2.5 Overview of sensitivity analysis
The sensitivity of the variation of electricity consumption in electric cars reveal that in Sweden,
where the electricity production is relatively clean, variations of the consumption have little effect
on the CO2 emissions. The same conclusion cannot be drawn for other geographic areas such as
in Europe, where a less clean electricity production results in greater variation of CO2 emissions.
This is however not relevant for the Eco-District in Stockholm, where the results of the model are
considered reliable.
The energy consumption in the apartment buildings is subject to greater variance. The CO2
emissions from household and property electricity do not vary greatly, but the emission from
energy consumption for heating varies considerably. This might have noticeable impact on the
results. However, the potential reductions of emissions from implementation of passive house
standards are not affected by this variation. Also, even though the share of the total CO2
emissions from heat presented in figure 29 might vary, the heating would still be the second
biggest contributor to CO2 emissions, and its significance in the Eco-District is therefore intact.
The sensitivity analysis of the fuel replacing waste used for biogas show that the break point
when biogas production becomes contra-productive varies quite much. However, it is not likely
that large proportions of heating oil or natural gas would substitute the waste. As the Eco-District
is relatively small (only housing 5 000 people), the waste removed from the heating production
would prove such a small portion of the total amount of waste used for heating in Stockholm that
the effect would probably not be noticeable. Therefore the sensitivity of the parameters has little
effect on the end results.
The last sensitivity analysis of a doubles consumption of electricity is not a result of variation in
the identified values from sources as much as a way of showing how little the electricity
contributes to the total CO2 emissions of the Eco-District. The sensitivity analysis show that even
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though the consumption of household and property electricity is doubled, the total CO2 emissions
from the consumption is only increased from four to seven percent of the total emissions from
the Eco-District.
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9. Conclusions
From the results of the survey and the model several interesting conclusions are drawn. As the
nature and goals of the survey and the model are different, the conclusions are treated
separately.

9.1 Survey, definition and system of certification
The survey shows that there is a great diversity of how the term Ecocity is used. Ecocity initiatives
come in many forms and shapes, and the characteristics of Ecocity initiatives have varied with
time, as ambitions have fluctuated and new technologies (such as smart grid) and new
paradigms (such as a different view on the role of the public) arise. The Ecocity concept seems to
be applied to initiatives without regards to the original ideas and concept. Possible explanation
for this is that the Ecocity concept has been equalized with sustainability, and therefore, urban
sustainability developments choose to adopt the term as it is increasingly used to denote any
sustainable urban initiative. Therefore, this report has introduced a new definition of the Ecocity,
a definition that separates the initiatives from the concept. This definition includes two terms: the
Ecocity and the Ecocity project.
The first term denotes the original concept as defined by Richard Register and the Ecocity
Builders. An Ecocity according to this report is therefore an ecologically healthy urban settlement,
not affecting the ecosystem of which the settlement is part in any negative way, nor any other
ecosystem or the global ecosystem as a whole. This means the city should be ecologically neutral
(or positive) in every city aspect and area. The city system should be in balance, and no resources
are depleted or extracted at a higher rate than nature can recreate them.
The second term denotes the initiatives aspiring to fulfil the principles of the Ecocity concept.
These are initiatives putting efforts across a wide range of areas and aspects of the city,
implementing modern technology and innovation in order to achieve better and better results.
But the problem of not being able to evaluate if an initiative fulfil the above-mentioned criteria
and the lack of tools for conducting individual comparison between initiatives remains.
Several initiatives this report has studied are putting great effort into become more
environmentally friendly by working in a broad range of city aspects and areas, while other
initiatives are not putting effort into more than a couple of areas. To solve this, the report has
introduced a system of certifying Ecocity initiatives. Based on the broadness of the efforts and
the level of modernity, each initiative receives a grade. The grade enables comparison
between initiatives, in order to assess their characteristics. Although simplistic, this system
enables quick evaluation of Ecocity initiatives.

9.2 Eco-District Stockholm
From the survey, the five most common aspects and areas of improvements in Ecocity initiatives
were identified as transports, waste and water management, the built environment and the
energy system. Improvements in four of these areas and aspects were modelled in a fictive EcoDistrict in Stockholm (the water management was excluded). The aim was to analyse how
improvements in these five aspects and areas of the city could affect the CO2 emissions from a
fictive Eco-District in the Stockholm area.
The results show that the annual CO2 emissions from the Eco-District are 6966 tonnes. The
greatest amount comes from private transports run on fossil fuel, as they amount for 54 percent
of the annual CO2 emissions from the Eco-District. Heating of apartments and buildings amount
for 37 percent of the emissions. Electricity only amounts for four percent of the total CO2
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emissions, interestingly a figure lower than from green transports, which amount for five percent
of the emissions. Conclusions drawn are that efforts of making electricity even cleaner to reduce
CO2 emissions in the Eco-District in Stockholm is not as effective compared to making effort to
improve the private transports or the heating system. This general conclusion can to some extent
be drawn for the whole of Stockholm, as the model is based on parameters from studies of the
Stockholm area. The sensitivity analysis show that even though electricity consumption is
doubled, the amount of total CO2 emissions from property and household electricity in the EcoDistrict does not constitute more than seven percent of the total CO2 emissions.
The most effective improvement modelled is to create a car fleet of only electric cars. This would
decrease CO2 emissions from fossil fuelled private transports by 97 percent, or 53 percent of the
total CO2 emissions. The second most effective improvement would be to retrofit the apartment
buildings into passive houses. According to passive house standards, this would reduce total CO2
emissions by at least 27,5 percent.
Biogas production from organic waste is useful, but only as long as the substituting heat is
generated with CO2 emissions lower than the decrease of CO2 emissions achieved by using
biogas instead of gasoline in transports. If the waste is replaced by natural gas or heating oil, the
production of biogas becomes counterproductive at certain points. This clearly illustrates how
optimizing one system can affect the greater system negatively.

9.3 Plausibility of the model
The sensitivity of the model, caused by variations in parameter values and made assumptions, is
evaluated low enough for the results and conclusions to be considered reliable. No variation of
the parameters in the sensitivity analysis showed variations that altered the outcome of the
model. Limitations to the model were applied in order to make the modelling possible to conduct,
and are also considered not to interfere with the reliability of the results in any major way.

9.4 Suggestions for continued research
This report opens up several interesting areas for further research. One interesting area for
further research is the scope of the survey. Broadening the scope by including more information
sources and sources in other languages than English would lead to deeper insight of the
characteristics of the Ecocity initiatives. For example, in this survey, none of the identified African
Ecocity initiatives were chosen for further study, as information was too scarce or unreliable.
Also, a suspicion is that information on Ecocity initiatives to large extent is written in the local
language, and therefore European, Australian and American initiatives are favoured in regards of
information available. In addition, an application of the introduced evaluation tool to determine
its functionality would be an interesting subject for further research. This report has not tried the
evaluation tool in practise, and a first step would be assessing a number of initiatives and
evaluating the structure and usefulness of the evaluation tool. Verification of the theory that the
Ecocity term has been equalized to sustainability developments also require further study. If the
theory is correct, this should be recognized.
Also, many possible explanations for certain historic and geographic traits are left unanswered in
this report. A suggestion for further examination is to assess the relationship between Ecocity
initiatives run by high level of governance and the occurrence of civic empowerment measures in
them.
Lastly, continued research should be performed outside the area of CO2 emissions. Mitigating
climate change is just one part of a sustainable future. Impact in areas like health, social
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benefits and environmental pollution should also be evaluated and compared to deepen the
understanding of the Ecocity concept in relation with sustainability.
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11. Appendix
Appendix A – 180 studied Ecocity initiatives

1 Aberdeen

UK

41 Helsingborg

Sweden

2 Alexandria

USA

42 Trondheim

Norway

3 Almere

Holland

43 Tudela

Spain

4 Amanora>Park>Town

India

44 Zilina

Slovakia

5 Amman

Jordan

45 Bad>Ishl

Austria

6 Arcosanti

USA

46 Barcelona>Triniat>Nova

Spain

7 Auroville

India

47 Györ

Hungary

8 Bahia>de>Caraquez

Ecuador

48 Tampere

Finland

9 Barangaroo

Australia

49 Trnava

Slovakia

10 BedZED

UK

50 Tubingen

Germany

11 Bicycle>City

USA

51 Umbertide

Italy

12 Black>Sea>Gardens

Bulgaria

52 EVA>Lanxmeer

Holland

13 Bröset

Norway

53 Ferrara

Italy

14 Chalson>sur>saone

France

54 Freiburg

Germany

15 Changxing

China

55 Bordeaux

France

16 Chengdu

China

56 ClermontXFerrand

France

17 Chongqing

China

57 Grenoble

France

18 Shenyang

China

58 Marseille

France

19 Clonburris

Ireland

59 Metz

France

20 Copenhagen>EcoXMetropolis>2015

Denmark

60 Montpeiller

France

21 Coventry

UK

61 Nantes

France

22 Curitiba

Brazil

62 SaintXNazaire

France

23 DheliXMumbai>Corridor>EC

India

63 Nice

France

24 Destiny>Florida

USA

64 Pays>Haut>Val>D'Alzette

France

25 Dockside>green

Canada

65 Plaine>Commune

France

26 Dongtan

China

66 Rennes

France

27 EcoXcity>2020

Russia

67 Strasbourg/Kehl

France

28 Eco>Island>Isle>of>wight

UK

68 Territoire>de>la>Cote>Quest

France

29 Ecociudad>Logrono

Spain

69 Fujisawa>Sustainable>Smart>Town

Japan

30 Ecocuidad>Valdespartera

Spain

70 Glasgow

UK

31 EcoVillage>Ithaca

USA

71 Glumslöv

Sweden

32 Eko>Atlantic>City

Nigeria

72 Godrej>Garden>City

India

33 EkoXViikki

Finland

73 Gothenburg

Sweden

34 Elephant>&>Castle

UK

74 Graz

Austria

35 North>West>Bicester

UK

75 Green>City>Blue>Lake>Initiative

USA

36 Rackheath

UK

76 Green>Village>Philadelphia

USA

37 St>Austell

UK

77 Greensburg>GreenTown

USA

38 WhitehillXBordon

UK

78 Greenwich>Millenium>Village

UK

39 Erlangen

Germany

79 Guangming

China

40 Helsingör

Denmark

80 Guiyang

China

75

81 Gujarat)International)Finance)Tec3City

India

121 Kaohsiung

Taiwan

82 Gwanggyo)Ekonhill

South)Korea

122 Kawasaki

Japan

83 Hacienda)Ecocities

Kenya

123 Langfang)Eco3Smart)City

China

84 Hamburg3Harburg

Germany

124 Los)Angeles)EcoVillage

USA

85 Hamm

Germany

125 Living)City)DC)14th)&)U

USA

86 Hammarby)Sjostad

Sweden

126 Living)City)Denver)LoDo

USA

87 Hanham)Hall

UK

127 Loja

Ecuador

88 Heidelberg

Germany

128 Magok

South)Korea

89 Hangqiao)Carbon)Business)Community China

129 Mahindra)World)City

India

90 Huaibei

China

130 Malmo

Sweden

91 Incheon)Eco3city

South)Korea

131 Manchester

UK

92 Songdo)International)Business)District

South)Korea

132 Masdar

UAE

93 Kottayam

India

133 Mata)de)Sesimbra

Portugal

94 Puri

India

134 Meixi)Lake

China

95 Thanjavur

India

135 Menlyn)Maine

South)Africa

96 Tirupati

India

136 Mentougou)Eco)Valley

China

97 Ujjain

India

137 Missouri)Green)Impact)Zone

USA

98 Vrindavan

India

138 Nanhe)Jingwu

China

99 Jakarta

Indonesia

139 Nanjing)Eco)High3Tech)Island

China

100 Surabaya

Indonesia

140 Neapolis)Smart)EcoCity

Cyprus

101 Makassar

Indonesia

141 Nieuw)Terbregge

Holland

102 Palembang

Indonesia

142 One)Gallions

UK

103 Balikpapan

Indonesia

143 One)Planet)Middlesbrough

UK

104 Issaquah)Highlands

USA

144 Oslo

Norway

105 Ivory)Park)EcoCity

South)Africa

145 Panama)Pacifico

Panama

106 Chiyoda

Japan

146 Pedra)Branca

Brazil

107 Iida

Japan

147 PlanIT)Valley

Portugal

108 Kitakyushu

Japan

148 PlaNYC

USA

109 Kyoto

Japan

149 Portland

USA

110 Minamata

Japan

150 Puerto)Princesa

Philippines

111 Miyakojima

Japan

151 Reykjavik

Iceland

112 Obihiro

Japan

152 Rizhao

China

113 Sakai

Japan

153 Royal)Albert)Basin

UK

114 Shimokawa

Japan

154 Seattle)2030)District

USA

115 Toyama

Japan

155 Segrate/Milano)Santa)Monica

Italy

116 Toyota

Japan

156 Sejong

South)Korea

117 Yokohama

Japan

157 SolarCity)Linz)Pichling

Austria

118 Yusuhara

Japan

158 Sonoma)Mountain)Village

USA

119 Kalundborg

Denmark

159 Sseesamirembe

Uganda

120 Kampala

Uganda

160 Stockholm)Royal)Seaport

Sweden
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161 Suzhou

China

162 Sydney

Australia

163 St.7Davids

UK

164 Tajimi

Japan

165 Tangshan7Caofeidian

China

166 Thames7Gateway

UK

167 Tianjin7EcoJCity

China

168 Toronto

Canada

169 Treasure7Island

USA

170 Vancouver

Canda

171 Vaxjso

Sweden

172 Victoria7Harbour

Australia

173 VicUrban@Officer

Australia

174 Waitakere

New7Zealand

175 Wanzhuang

China

176 Weihai7City

China

177 Xiamen

China

178 Yangzhou

China

179 Yinggehai

China

180 Zonk'izizwe7Town7Centre

South7Africa
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Appendix B – 67 selected Ecocities initiatives
Amanora	
  Park	
  Town	
  

Györ	
  

Changxing

Hamburg-‐Harburg	
  

	
  

Dongtan	
  

Hammarby	
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  Sustainable	
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  Town	
  

Heidelberg	
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One	
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BedZED
Bröset

	
  

	
  

	
  

Green	
  City	
  Blue	
  Lake	
  
Initiative	
  
Missouri	
  Green	
  Impact	
  
Zone	
  

Copenhagen	
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  2015	
  

PlaNYC	
  

Eco	
  Island	
  Isle	
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  wight	
  

Portland	
  

Eko-‐Viikki	
  

Seattle	
  2030	
  District	
  

EVA	
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  Mountain	
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Glasgow	
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Vancouver	
  

Curitiba	
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Appendix C – Evaluation tools
SPeAR evaluation tool

(Arup 2013)

79

IEFS evaluation tool

(Ecocity Builders 2011)

80

NABU Value Map

(NABU u.d.)
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Appendix D – References of the survey
Amanora Park Town. Future India, Easy India.
http://www.amanora.com/images/pdfs/concept_brochure.pdf 2013-05-06
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Appendix E – Historical trend of aspects and areas
In this appendix the historic trends of the eight aspects and areas not presented in section 6.3.2.
are displayed.
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